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Software version
This SPviewIT Software User Manual corresponds with software version 6.1.

Printing notice
Release date August 17, 2004 
Specifications subject to change without notice.

Copyright notice
© 2002 - 2004 Spectrum Systementwicklung Microelectronic GmbH. All rights reserved. May not 
be duplicated or disseminated in any fashion without the express written permission of Spectrum 
Systementwicklung Microelectronic GmbH.

Trademark notice
All trademarks are acknowledged to be the property of their owners, with all rights and privileges 
thereto. No infringement is intended.

Microsoft, Excel and Word are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

Disclaimer
Spectrum makes no claim about the efficacy or accuracy of the information contained herein. Use 
of this manual is entirely at the user’s own risk. Under no circumstances will Spectrum assume any 
liability caused by the use, proper or improper, of this manual or the information, textual, graphical 
or otherwise, contained within it.

Warranty agreement
Important - read carefully before installing software. By installing the software you are agreeing 
to be bound by the terms of this agreement. This is a legal agreement between you (either an 
individual or an entity) and Spectrum GmbH, D-22927 Grosshansdorf (”Spectrum”).

No other warranties
The software and the documentation are provided “as is” without warranty of any kind. No other 
warranties, either expressed or implied, are made with respect to the software including but not 
limited to any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness or a particular purpose or any other 
warranties that may arise from usage of trade or course of dealing. Spectrum does not warrant, 
guarantee, or make any representations regarding the use or the results of the use of the software 
or the documentation in terms of correctness, accuracy, reliability, or otherwise and does not 
warrant that the operation of the software will be uninterrupted or error free. Spectrum expressly 
disclaims any warranties not stated herein.

No liability for consequential damages
The entire liability of Spectrum is set forth above to the maximum extend permitted by applicable 
law, in no event shall Spectrum be liable for any damages including any special, direct, indirect, 
incidental, exemplary or consequential damages, expenses, lost profits, lost savings, business 
interrupts, lost business information or any other damages arising out of the use or inability to use 
the software or the documentation even if Spectrum has been advised of the possibility of such 
damages.

General information General information
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If you are using the demo version without hardware:
Note that one of the nicest features of SPviewIT is the „active“ exporting of captured data to Excel 
and FlexPro. Either the licensed nor the evaluation version of SPviewIT include FlexPro, so please 
do only export data to this format, if a version of FlexPro is installed on this computer! Also, if 
you try to export captured data to Excel format, please make sure that Excel is installed on this 
computer, or else it will hang up. If Excel is not installed on this computer, please save your data 
to delimited ASCII format, as you can open it from within Excel on any other computer. Not all 
functions will work properly unless you are using system with a Spectrum A/D or digital I/O board!

Using the 30 days trial version with your Spectrum hardware:
In addition to the simulated demo mode for evaluation purposes without any Spectrum hardware 
there is the possibility to use SPviewIT with your previously obtained Spectrum hardware. This 
trial license is time limited to 30 days. All functions of SPviewIT are fully available exept the remote 
and the multiple board option. Some functions like for example the printing function include a 
watermark indicating that the function was used during a trial period. After expiring the trial period 
you must obtain a valid license key from Spectrum for further use of SPviewIT with your Spectrum 
hardware. Without a valid license key SPviewIT can only be used in the demo mode with simulated 
hardware or for postprocessing data, that has been previously recorded with either the 30 days trial 
or a licensed system.
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Software conflicts on instrumentation systems

Dear SPviewIT user,

we have seen many problems lately as a result of “busy” software being installed on an 
instrumentation system using Spectrum data acquisition components. This is to inform you about 
that and to suggest that certain types of software not be installed on your with Spectrum boards 
equipped computer.

Some background: nearly all PC-based instruments from Spectrum are intended to record dynamic 
signals in real-time, continuously from the source either to the internal hard drive subsystem with 
SPviewIT or to the on-board memory with SBench. This is necessarily a time-critical process, and 
most Spectrum A/D and digital I/O boards used for this function have just enough FIFO (first-in/
first-out) on-board RAM to support this process. They are not designed with lags or unavailability 
of the PCI bus or CPU in mind. Your Spectrum system will work fine and support the task at hand 
when your Spectrum-supplied software has virtually all of the resources of the computer at its 
disposal. We warrant such performance, of course.

Often times our customers want to use the Ethernet interface to off-load large amounts of data, or 
to share network resources like printers. This is perfectly fine to do. However, it occurs sometimes 
that the corporate IT department seizes control of the instrumentation computer and installs several 
kinds of software onto it, because it has joined the network.

We understand the desire to do this, however, overly intrusive or resource consuming software 
such as network stacks, anti-virus software, e-policy checkers, and other processes that run in the 
background and occasionally run a process thread on your instrumentation computer, can cause 
serious problems in the operation of the system. Even if the system is detached from the network, 
often times this software continues to run (especially anti-virus software), consuming resources 
and generally interfering with the main purpose of the Spectrum equipped instrumentation system 
– to collect dynamic data in real time and record it faithfully to disk.

This can result in several levels of problems, starting with overall sluggishness and a performance 
reduction of your system, and culminating in the worst cases of the instrument not working any 
more. You may get error messages from the A/D subsystem, indicating that it was unable to keep 
up with the data flow, or that data was blocked or lost. In the worst cases it can cause the A/D 
board to stop working even after a re-boot.

For these and other reasons we strongly discourage the installation of TSR’s, background 
processes, anti-virus software, and network-related stacks and policy checkers – in fact, anything 
that could interfere with the intended purpose of a PC used for instrumentation purposes. Also, 
many screensavers will activate and take over 80% of the computer’s resources, so we always 
turn them off when we install an operating system onto a Spectrum system. We recognize that 
our customers have network policies and procedures, but at the same time cannot guarantee the 
performance or operation of our products if these kinds of software products are installed on your 
Spectrum system.

We cannot guarantee the performance or operation if background/resource consuming products 
are installed on your Spectrum system, nor can we warrant assembled systems under these 
conditions. We have spent a lot of time for writing support e-mails to customers only to discover 
that they were not working correctly only since being installed on the network, and that the removal 
of these background processes completely solved the problem.

NoticeNotice
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So we invite you to please take care about installing any software on your Spectrum 
instrumentation system, especially anything that continues running even when the Spectrum 
acquisition software is running.

In the end we would like to mention that we offer all our manuals and technical documentations 
with a view to give you a helpfull guide in using our products. But although great efforts have been 
made during the work on this manual, we know that hardly no documentation is free of errors.

When you read this manual or use it in your daily work, you'll might find some of the following 
mistakes:

 Some of the technical terms or descriptions are hard to understand.

 Some passages should be described more in detail.

 Some passages contain some errors as regards contents.

 Printing and/or layout errors have occured.

In all those cases or if you have any other advises we would like you to inform us about these 
errors - best with your next great order of course - by simply writing us a letter, an e-mail or just 
give us a call. For our adresses and phone number please refer to the chapter about support 
information. We thank you in advance for your help.

We hope that this manual is helping you in your daily work with SPviewIT in combination with the 
Spectrum instrumentation hardware.

Sincerly,

Your Spectrum Team
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Using SPviewIT

Introduction

About SPviewIT
Welcome to SPviewIT 6, the new fast and easy to use data acquisition software from Spectrum. The new 
version offers several outstanding functions:

 Synchronized acquisition and storage of different signal sources with different sampling rates, 
for  A/D boards

 New 32-bit data interface for acquisition, storage and processing
 High performance data acquisition and online display
 Online mathematics and filter functions
 Plug-in technology for customer extensions
 Fast and comfortable data export to other applications

SPviewIT can be used in three ways:
 Demo mode Standard installation, no additional hardware required. 
  The demo mode is designed for software verification and also for offline 
  postprocessing on other systems than the acquisition system.

 Real mode Only available with a valid licence key and requires also at least an A/D or 
  digital I/O board from Spectrum.

 30 days trial  This mode is a time limited real mode of SPviewIT. Therefore it requires at least one  
of real mode A/D or digital I/O board from Spectrum.

IMPORTANT NOTE ON THIS MANUAL 
 
As SPviewIT and the content of this manual are licenced from an external programming company some of 
the screenshots can contain functions that are actually not part of the Spectrum license. 
 
For this reason please always stay to the text written in this manual, which adequately matches to the 
included features.  

System requirements
Standard application requirements
To achieve a good performance for all standard applications, we recommend the following hardware and 
software:

 WINDOWS 2000 / XP 1)

 Intel Pentium III 700 MHz or equivalent AMD Athlon processor or higher
 256 MB RAM or higher
 Approx. 20 MB free harddisk space for SPviewIT 
Additional 20 to 200 MB for drivers and post processing software packages 
Additional local disk space for storing your recorded data.

 A/D board for using real mode (requires licence key)
 Digital I/O board for using real mode (requires licence key)

 1) SPviewIT 6 is not running under WINDOWS 95/98/ME/NT4 operating systems!
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High-performance application requirements
For all high-performance and high-speed data acquisition applications, we recommend the following 
hardware and software:

 WINDOWS 2000 / XP 1)

 Intel Pentium 4 2.4 GHz or equivalent AMD Athlon (XP or 64) processor or higher
 512 MB RAM or higher
 Serial ATA or SCSI harddisks and/or RAID systems 
Approx. 20 MB free harddisk space for SPviewIT 
Additional 20 to 200 MB for drivers and post processing software packages 
Additional local disk space for storing your recorded data.

 A/D board for using real mode (requires licence key)
 Digital I/O board for using real mode (requires licence key)

 1) SPviewIT 6 is not running on WINDOWS 95/98/ME/NT4 operating systems!

SPviewIT functions
SPviewIT is available in a demo and a real mode version (standard edition). The difference between these 
versions is shown in the following table:

DEMO STANDARD
EDITION

REMOTE
OPTION

MULTIPLE BOARD
OPTION

Data acquisition and analysis
Online and analyze displays
Overview � �
Scope � �
Recorder � �
Vertical recorder � �
X/Y recorder � �
FFT � �
Octave � �

General functions
Freeze online screen and analyze � �
Online mathematics � �
Online filter �
Multiple trigger � �
Data post-analysis � �
Data export � �
Remote Contol �

Hardware support
Drivers
Demo mode � �
Spectrum A/D Boards 30 days trial version �

Multiple A/D Card Support �

Spectrum Digital I/O Boards 
(input direction only !)

�

SPviewIT 6.1

30 days trial version

DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF SPVIEWIT AND AVAILABLE OPTIONS 

The demo mode is simulating some hardware signals without any real Spectrum boards installed. This mode 
is usefull, when you want to discover the numerous features of SPviewIT, before buying it. There is also the 
possibility of using a 30 days real mode version. This version will work with one of your previously purchased 
Spectrum boards in single mode at a time. Neither the multiple board option (working with multiple 
synchronized boards at a time) nor the remote option are available in demo mode. When the 30 days have 
expired you must obtain a valid license of SPviewIT if you want to continue using it with your Spectrum 
hardware. 
The real mode (standard edition) is working with one Spectrum board installed in the system. If more than 
one board is to be used, a multiple board option is required. The installed Spectrum hardware itself must be 
equipped with the synchronization option.
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Initial Setup

Installation
Hardware driver installation
Before installing SPviewIT for working in real mode, you have to install the Spectrum drivers. Please make 
sure that the latest Spectrum drivers are installed. Detailed information about the driver installation procedure 
is available in the hardware manual included with your Spectrum board.

FlexPro analysis software
FlexPro is a very powerfull, popular analysis software, well supported in SPviewIT. The integrated ActiveX 
features allow the direct data transfer from SPviewIT into FlexPro. SPviewIT 5.4 supports both FlexPro 
versions 5 and 6. If you want to use FlexPro or install a FlexPro demo version install the software using 
Custom setup and activate the ActiveX access in FlexPro 5 or FPAccess interface in FlexPro 6 during the 
installation.

Installing FlexPro 5

     

SELECT ‘CUSTOM’ AND ACTIVATE ‘ACTIVEX ACCESS’ DURING INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

Installing FlexPro 6

     

SELECT ‘CUSTOM’ AND ACTIVATE ‘FPACCESS INTERFACE’ DURING INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

Attention: Before you can export any data from SPviewIT to FlexPro via ActiveX, you have to start FlexPro 
once and close it. Otherwise you might get an error message.
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SPviewIT installation

Note for all SPviewIT 5.x users: You may install SPviewIT 6 in parallel with your already existing version 
5.x on your system. This will be no problem, because SPviewIT 6 uses a new base directory.

To install SPviewIT, start the SPviewIT_Install.exe and follow the instructions of the installation shield:

     

FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS OF THE INSTALL SHIELD TO INSTALL SPVIEWIT

After the welcome screen you must enter some customer information, as shown in the screenshot below. As 
SPviewIT is only running on Windows 2000 and Windows XP which can be set up as multi-user operating 
systems, you also have to decide whether SPviewIT should be installed either for the actual logged-in user 
or for all of the computer's users.

ENTER CUSTOMER INFORMATION 

Please make sure that you have the rights to install software to the local mashine. If you encounter any 
problems during the installation process please ask your administrator for you installation rights first.
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SELECT THE INSTALLATION DIRECTORY AND START THE INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

You can choose the destination, which is C:\Programme\Spectrum GmbH\SPviewIT 6.1 by default. We 
used a german Windows installation for all the screenshots. On an english Windows installation the default 
path will be C:\Program Files\Spectrum GmbH\SPviewIT 6.1. The installation will start, after you click on 
the dedicated button. This can take up some time depending on the used computer and operating system. 
Please do not interrupt a running installation, as this might harm the installation data and can lead to 
difficulties when using or uninstalling the software.

PRESS FINISH TO COMPLETE INSTALLATION AND START SPVIEWIT

After the installation has been finished, you may start SPviewIT directly from the ‘Start’ - ‘Programme’ - 
‘Spectrum GmbH’ - ‘SPviewIT 6.1’ menu. On english Windows versions the entry in the Start menu will be 
made in the 'Programs' subfolder instead of 'Programme'.
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Maintainance and SPviewIT updates
To modify your SPviewIT installation, start the SPviewIT_Install.exe again. SPviewIT 6 uses an intelligent 
installation shield, which detects already installed versions and offers a maintainance mode. 

FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS OF THE INSTALL SHIELD

If a previous version is detected the install shield offers three features:
 Modify  This feature can be used to add or remove software components.
 Repair  This feature should be used to update to newer versions, because it replaces 
  all required files.

 Remove Delete all installed components (be aware that several files will be left over; 
  and have to be deleted manually).

     

SELECT MODIFY, REPAIR OR DELETE DURING MAINTAINANCE

As there are no additional installable features implemented in the actual SPviewIT version, the list of 
modifications on the right screenshot is empty. Future additions will be implemented and shown in this list 
and can therefore simply be added to your SPviewIT installation.
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SUMMARY OF THE ACTIONS TO DO DURING MAINTAINANCE OPERATION

If you have made your modify selections the install shield will give you a summary of all modifications to be 
made. Simply press the install button to update your installation.

SUCESSFULLY FINISHED MAINTAINANCE OPERATION

After the update you can see whether the update procedure was successfull or not.

All the installation files are available from the Spectrum web server at http://www.spec.de or from  
http://www.spectrum-instrumentation.com.

Un-installing SPviewIT
As SPviewIT 6 uses an intelligent installation shield, which detects already installed versions you can also 
choose to completely remove SPviewIT. Please refer to the maintainance and update passage mentioned 
before. This the most easy way to remove SPviewIT from your computer.

Of course you can also use the "add/remove software" function from the windows control panel This function 
lists all the locally installed software, including SPviewIT, and allows to un-install it with a click on the 
dedicated button. Please refer to your Windows manual for further information on the Windows control panel.
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Hardware settings
When you first run SPviewIT, it does not know which Spectrum hardware you intend to use with it, so this is 
what you have to set first. Currently, the software works with all Spectrum A/D boards.

HARDWARE SETUP DIALOG BOX

After starting SPviewIT, if the program does not automatically show this dialog box (it should the first time 
you run it), please use the System menu and select Hardware setup:

However, if you are running this software on a computer that does not have an A/D card or other required 
hardware, you can press the CANCEL button, which will cause the software to generate waveform data for 
you, to allow the software behave realistically (demo mode).

If you want to run the software in purely demo mode don’t select any analog device and then choose how 
many signals the system should generate for you. 4, 8, 16 are popular numbers.

To indicate the demo mode, SPviewIT displays ‘No hardware’, ‘Running with test signals’ and the 
Registration status displays ‘DEMO’.

If you want to run the software with a real hardware, you must get a license key from Spectrum, as the 
screen will ask you to input it.

Analog or Digital Input settings
SPviewIT will automatically identify the Spectrum card that you have installed and set it up for you - there will 
be nothing special that you need to do except of selecting Spectrum from the drop-down menu.

If you are using SPviewIT in 30 days trial edition or in standard version (without multiple board option) 
please make sure, that only one Spectrum A/D or digital I/O board is installed in your system !!! 
 
If more than one Spectrum board is installed, SPviewIT will detect all the installed boards, but does not 
work, unless you have a valid license including the multiple board option.
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EXAMPLE: MI.4541 FOUND IN SPVIEWIT

At the top-left you can enter your company name and location, at the top-middle please enter the registration 
code matching with the selected hardware. The registration code will be shipped with your copy of SPviewIT.

Input termination for digital boards
When using a digital I/O board (70xx series) you can globally select the 110 Ohm termination for the inputs.

When using the input termination please make sure that your signal source is capable of driving the 
required high currents.

External clock input termination for analog boards
When using an A/D board you can globally select the 50 Ohm termination for the external clock input.

When using the clock input termination please make sure that your signal source is capable of driving the 
required high current.

Mathematics settings
The mathematic functions are activated as a standard. Please read more about mathematics in dedicated 
section.

MATHEMATICS ARE ENABLED AS A STANDARD
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General setup for the display, sound, and options
From the System menu, please select the General setup item to call up the setup dialog box. You will see 
that there are seven tabs. Here is a brief description of each:

Display
- Language selection (English, German, French)

- Automatic conversion from °C to °F selectable

- Allows you to select whether the mode-dependent 
 panels appear on the left or right side of the display

- For the time axis display Local time, UTC and 
 Telemetry (UTC) can be selected

- Select the standard directory path for your data files

External Events
- Will allow you to use the extra digital I/O lines of most 
 Spectrum A/D cards to 
 - start / stop acquisition and recording 
 - record key or voice events 
 - output signal during active measurment 
 - output signal during recording data

- When an event is selected, you have to choose an 
 input / output line (see left screen).

This function is not implemented yet, but will be 
available in one of the future versions of SPviewIT.

Sound
- Allows activation and definition of the sound frequency 
 for start and stop trigger in 8 steps. These sounds 
 are replayed every time a start or stop trigger event is 
 detected.

The option for the voice setup is not part of the 
SPviewIT license and therefore the pull-down menu is 
grayed and not available.
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Shown displays
- Allows you to select which instrument icons should be 
 shown for fast access in the main software

(EXAMPLE: OVERVIEW, SCOPE, RECORDER, 
EVENT DESCRIPTIONS)

- Allows you to select the background color of the 
 instruments.

Starting setup
- Allows to load your defined setup automatically at 
 startup (otherwise the system defaults are used)

- Allows to select autostart for the measurement and to 
 select the instrument which should be shown

Print setup
- Use your own company logo on printouts: simply 
 select a bitmap file (*.bmp)
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Sensor database location
- Define the directory path for the sensor database file. 
 By default the path is set to the program path: 
 C:\Programme\Spectrum GmbH\SPviewIT 6.1.

You will find more information about the sensor database 
in the input setup section.

IMPORTANT NOTE: If the file sensors.txt does not exist in the sensor database directory, the sensor 
   database function will not only be not available, but also the dedicated setup 
   buttons will disappear in the input setup section!
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Input Setup
Please read this section and look at the pictures to see how to easily set up the detected Spectrum hardware   
in an actual system.

First, make sure that you are in the Measure mode (not the Analyze mode, which is used only for data 
replay and exporting). There are two large buttons near the top-left of the display. Press the Measure button, 
and the Setup screen will automatically appear:

BASIC SETUP IS PERFORMED HERE ON THE SETUP SCREEN

Starting at the top, you will see that you can enter the base filename which will be used for data storage, the 
sample rate (expressed in PER CHANNEL), and several other important parameters.

Sample rate selection
The maximum sample rate allowable will vary according to which A/D board you have installed, and how 
many channels are activated for recording.

SELECT SAMPLING RATE FROM DROP-DOWN LIST OR ENTER VALUE

Set the sampling rate before you do anything else; this setting will also be used for the setup. This is 
important to achieve a useful scaling!

Activating / deactivating inputs
In the screen above, you can see that just one input, number 0, is active. You can see that the Used button 
is pressed in for this input. You can activate any combination - or all - of your input channels just by pressing 
these buttons. Press it again to deactivate this input.

To learn how to record data, please refer ahead to the section - Recording Data.

THE INPUT LIST (TOP PORTION SHOWN ONLY)

As the right choice of the sampling rate is a very sensitive part of the system, you will find additional 
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information in the appendix.

Input 0 is already active (it says „Used“ beside it). Click on the other input slots to activate the remaining 
channels. Now the first four inputs are active for recording, and the screen looks like this:

FOUR CHANNELS ACTIVATED FOR DATA ACQUISITION

A new feature allows to activate / deactivate all channels at the same time. Just click on the  field and 
the following selection window appears:

Now use Select all to activate or Deselect all to deactivate all channels.

Columns in the channel list explained
First let‘s look at the columns that are shown in your analog channel list, and describe what each is for:

CHANNEL LIST AND COLUMNS - SETUP SCREEN

 Slot - input channel

 On/Off - activate / deactivate channels

 Name - channel name

 Physical values - current input values

 Zero - remove offset

 Setup - input settings and calibration

The store button

Beside the Used / Unused buttons, a  Store button is displayed. When you press the button (unlock it), 
this channel will be still displayed and can be used for mathematics, but it will not be stored. This function 
has especially been added to avoid storage of unrequired data (for example you need the data only for 
mathematics and store the math result).
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The Store button is only visible when a channel is set to Used. By default the channels are set to storing 
(pressed button) after activating the channel.

Name
Free text field for naming this input channel. Just click into the field and you can enter the channel name.

Physical values
Contains a dynamic representation of this input channel, as well as the units of measurement and 
description, and your scale. When the input signal exceeds the possible range, a red indicator OVL 
(overload) will be displayed - if ths happens, check your sensor and / or select another input range.

OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT INPUT SIGNALS

Zero
This is a button that you can click to perform a mathematical zeroing of this input, to offset small variations in 
the zero position of the input. Press the left mouse button to activate zeroing, and the right mouse button to 
deactivate (reset to default input range).

The  Auto button is also activated by the left mouse button and deactivated by the right button. You can set 
any channel to auto mode. 

Setup
This is a button that calls up the Channel Setup dialog box for this input. You will learn all about this in the 
relating section in this manual.

Channel Setup
To enter the channel setup, you simply have to click on the setup button for the dedicated channel. Here you 
can enter additional information for this channel and do channel specific setup, as for example defining the 
the input range. The different setting are described in the following passages.

The channel setup buttons are only available on analog acquisition boards.

Additional channel settings
The top-left of the dialog you can enter any name for this input, the measurement value range and the units 
of measurement. Click also on the color bar to change the color for this input. This color will carry through the 
text and waveform representations of this input throughout all SPviewIT screens.
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DEFINE THE DESIRED COLOR FOR THE SELECTED CHANNEL

The Min value and Max value fields represents a defineable standard display range: as a standard, 
SPviewIT displays the whole hardware input range of the channel in each display (e.g. the recorder). If you 
have now a wide input range, but your signal is small you can define a narrow standard display range.

For example a thermocouple amplifier has an input range from -30 to 370 °C. But your measurement 
requires just a range from 20 °C to 40 °C, then you can enter 20 °C for the Min value and 40 °C for the 
Max value. From now on, the recorder displays the 20 °C to 40 °C range as a standard without zooming in. 
To set the values back to Automatic range detection, just right-click in the desired field and select Set to 
Automatic from the list.

FREE DEFINEABLE DISPLAY RANGE

This function is just used to define the standard range values for the display; it has no influence on the 
measured input range itself and can also be set to any other value in the displays.

The Sample rate divider can be used to ‘reduce’ the sample rate for each channel. It offers different types of 
reduction: Skip selected number of values, Average selected number of values, 4th, 6th or 8th order Filter. 
As a standard, the number of values is set to 1. To learn more about this interesting function please refer to 
the appendix.

SAMPLE RATE DIVIDER: MORE INFORMATION IN APPENDIX B
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Verifying the current input:
You can verify the current input signal at the bottom-right corner of the dialog.

CURRENT INPUT SIGNAL AT THE SELECTED CHANNEL

 The bar graph shows the current input signal. In addition, the min / max, AC rms and average 
values are displayed. If the input signal is higher than the selected input range, you will see a 
message OVL in this screen.

 The values at the left side of the bar graph shows the ‘electrical input’ value, representing the 
hardware input range of the amplifier. The right side shows the ‘physical input’ value of the scaling. 
In this example, they have to be the same.

 Use the Average, AC RMS and Min/Max button to show or hide the values.
 Change the CALC TIME between 0.1 and 1 sec to achieve the best view for your signal.

Activating the 50 Ohm input termination:
Most analog Spectrum acquisition boards have a software programmable 50 Ohm input termination. This 
termination can be set up independently per channel. No channel is terminated by default.

ACTIVATING THE INPUT TERMINATION

Calibrating an input
The bottom-left corner is where you can perform manual or automated calibration, either on a 2-point basis 
or a functional basis. The bottom-right portion of the dialog contains a dynamic representation of your signal 
- the left side are the „electrical“ units, and the right side is the scaled engineering units, so you can directly 
see the effect of your calibration values.

Calibrating input example:
Pressure up to ±1000 psi (= signal source) will be measured with a 100 psi / V sensor, connected to 
Spectrum board with ±10 V input range.

Here is how we would set it up - starting at the top, we enter our text values for this channel. Then in the 
bottom-left, we tell the system that 0 real volts equals 0 psi, and 1 real Volt equals 100 psi. If you look at the 
graph on the bottom-right corner of the dialog, you can see that the real input signal has a min of 0.1116 V at 
this moment, which is being scaled to 11.16 psi, which is exactly what you would expect:
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INPUT CALIBRATION DIALOG BOX

Another way to perform such a simple linear function would be to simply multiply the input by a factor of 100. 
You can easily do this by clicking the by function button, which will change the two-point calibration portion 
of the dialog to look like this:

FUNCTIONAL SCALING SECTION OF THE INPUT CALIBRATION DIALOG BOX

Above shows your basic y = mx + b algebraic formula, which makes it easy to input strain gage k factors and 
offsets, as well as to perform simple offset cals like the conversion from Celsius to Fahrenheit (enter 1.8 in 
the top box and 32 below).

There are two ways of entering the value (just a question of the value):
 Scale (k factor); example above: k = 100 psi / V
 Sensitivity; same example: k = 0.01 V / psi

SAME EXAMPLE THAN ABOVE, BUT WITH SENSOR SENSITIVITY
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Both methodes can cause a small offset. Use the Set Zero button in the main setup to conveniently offset 
the signal to „force“ it to zero, when it is not exactly at that value (but should be), due only to small sensor 
offsets and perhaps long cable lengths causing capacitive coupling and/or line loss.

Calibrating to signal sources
Looking back at our 2-point calibration, there are two other sets of buttons that will allow you to perform a 
more accurate calibration when you have access to a known signal source or load. Let‘s say that we have a 
load sensor that we want to calibrate to a known load. We want to enter two points - say zero (0 kg) as our 
first point, and twentyfive (25 kg) as our known second point. The first thing to do is simple enter those two 
values in these boxes as shown:

CALIBRATION DIALOG BOX

Now, we need to apply the known zero (0 kg) load. When it stabilizes, press the left-most from average 
button, and the software will sample the input for a short time, average the values that it receives, then 
calculate the required number for the upper left box.

CALIBRATION DIALOG BOX - BOTTOM SECTION

Now apply the known 25 kg load, let it stabilize, and press the right-most from average button. That‘s it  
- SPviewIT is now perfectly calibrated to your signal based on the known loads that you input. Note in the 
screen picture above that SPviewIT has automatically input the two values in the upper two boxes that it 
needed in order to achieve this calibration.

If you have an AC signal source, you should not use the from average buttons but use the from RMS 
buttons instead! Also, press the red-labeled AC RMS button below the graph to add the RMS values to the 
dynamic display:
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CALIBRATION DIALOG BOX - DYNAMIC DISPLAY

The ability to quickly calibrate directly to DC and AC signal sources is a great advantage of SPviewIT, and 
will save you much time, and ensure better and more reliable data recording long into the future.

Sensor database
SPviewIT 6 offers a simple, but very efficient sensor database for linear sensors. Click on the Sensor button 
in the input setup to select from the pre-defined sensors.

SELECT FROM PRE-DEFINED SENSORS

All selectable sensors are stored in a simple text file. The file SENSORS.TXT is located in the 
C:\Programme\Spectrum GmbH\SPviewIT 6.1\ folder. Simply double-click on the file in the Windows Explorer 
to open the file for content edit:

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you don't see the 'Sensors' button as shown in the figure above, then either the 
   sensors.txt file does not exist in the sensor database directory the path to the 
   sensor database file is set up incorrectly. 
 
   Please refer to the general setup section to see, how to set up the path to you 
   sensor database file correctly!
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SENSORS.TXT OPENED IN THE STANDARD WINDOWS TEXT EDITOR

Or open the file in Microsoft Excel for easier handling and more overview:

SENSOR.TXT OPENED IN MICROSOFT EXCEL

The content can be changed according to your requirements. Here is a rough description of the columns:
GROUP:  A sensor group can be defined to make the sensor selection easier.
ID:  This can be the name or any other identification of the sensor.
UNIT:  The unit of the sensor, e.g. V, A, °C, psi, mm, %, ... .
SCALE, OFFSET: Each linear sensor can be defined by two values: the scale and the offset according 

  to the formula y = k*x + d (physical value = scale * measured value + offset).
DESCRIPTION: Enter any comment about the sensor according to your requirements.
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RECAL DATE: The recalibration date of sensors is very important for all ISO certified companies. 
  The database can store this dates and you see immediately when a sensor is out 
  of the calibration. The only important thing is that the date format for recalibration is 
  set to dd.mm.yyyy, otherwise the SENSORS.TXT file is ignored by SPviewIT.

When you have done all your changes, please overwrite the existing file. If you have done the changes in 
Microsoft Excel, you have to store the file as a text file with tabulator separation.

Saving your setup
That‘s all there is to do! It is prudent to stop right now and save this setup as something called „Default“ or 
„Setup,“ or something easy to remember, as it can serve as a nice starting point for any number of setups. 
Setups are automatically stored in the \Setups subdirectory, and given an extension of .dss. The setup can 
be stored in the File - Save Setup menu. Save Setup As can be used if you want to give the current setup a 
new name.

If you want to make this setup to your default startup setup, define the file in the System - General settings 
- Starting setup menu (see relatig section).
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Online mathematics, filter & alarm monitoring
Now we have set all analog input channels. But sometimes this is not enough. You have to calculate with signals, filter 
them or set digital states according to your acquired data. SPviewIT 6 has the solution.

Enabling mathematics and filter
First you have to make sure that the mathematics are enabled. You can see that immediately when you enter the Setup. 
Next to the Analog and the available other tabs, a Math tab has to be displayed. Otherwise please refer to the relating 
hardware setup chapter to enable the mathematic functions.

MATHEMATICS ENABLED

When you click on the Math button, you will get three icons to press:

  Add new mathematic function

  Add new filter

  Remove selected mathematic function or filter

New mathematic function
When you press the Math function button , a new channel line is displayed:

NEW MATHEMATIC FUNCTION CHANNEL ACTIVATED

The columns in the setup are similar to the analog setup. It starts with Slot (which is in this case just a serial number), 
the On/Off button to activate / deactivate the channels, a channel name, the formula description, the calculated 
values and the setup button to enter the formula.
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When you press the Setup button, the following window will open.

NOW YOU CAN ENTER THE REQUIRED FORMULA

In the upper-left area of the window, you can enter some General settings for the formula. Like the Channel name, 
the Unit, the Color and also the Min value and Max value. We have learned about that already before. The lower-left 
area displays the currently calculated values like in the analog setup.

The right side of the formula window contains a formula preview at the top, the field to enter the formula directly, the 
mathematic functions and all available channels. To enter a formula just double-click on the channel or single-click on 
the function:

ENTER YOUR FORMULA

If you make an error like in the example above, where the ) sign is missing, you will get an indicator which shows you 
immediately where the error is located.

SPviewIT allows different types of mathematics, which are grouped in six tabs. Please learn more about these functions 
in the next lines.
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When you have entered your formula press the OK button to leave the setup. Now a new line has been added in the 
mathematics overview screen.

THE NEW FORMULA HAS BEEN DEFINED

Functions
The Functions tab contain additional mathematic functions. Move the mouse over the icons to get an explanation of 
the function and it's syntax.

FUNCTION TAB

Trigonometry
The Trigonometry tab contain all required angle based functions. Move the mouse over the icons to get an 
explanation of the function and it's syntax.

TRIGONOMETRY TAB

Logic
If you require logical functions, you can do that in the Logic tab. Move the mouse over the icons to get an explanation 
of the function and it's syntax.

LOGIC TAB
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Signals
Depending on the application, generated signals may be required. Therefore you can select the common signal forms in 
the Signals tab. Move the mouse over the icons to get an explanation of the function and it's syntax.

SIGNALS TAB

Measure
Different measurement values and information are available in the Measure tab. Move the mouse over the icons to get 
an explanation of the function and it's syntax.

MEASURE TAB

Events
The Events tab allows to define keys as signals. Each time when you press the defined key, you receive a peak in the 
signal. You can display that e.g. in the recorder, scope, etc.

EVENTS TAB

New filter
When you press the Filter button , a new channel line is displayed:

NEW FILTER CHANNEL ACTIVATED

When you press the Setup botton, the following window will open.
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NOW YOU CAN DEFINE THE REQUIRED FILTER

In the upper-left area of the window, you can enter again some General settings for the filter, like the Channel 
name, the Unit, the Color and also the Min value and Max value. We have learned about that already before.

Click on the icons at the top to select between Filter, Integration, Double integration, Derivate, Double 
derivate and Customer defined filter settings.

Filter
The Filter setup allows to enter Filter type, Prototype, Order, Cut-off frequency and Gain.

FILTER SETUP
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Integration
The Integration setup allows to enter Order, Cut-off frequency, Gain and Filter low frequencies and DC.

INTEGRATION SETUP

Double integration
The Double integration setup allows like the integration setup to enter Order, Cut-off frequency, Gain and 
Filter low frequencies and DC.

DOUBLE INTEGRATION SETUP
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Derivate
The Derivate setup allows to enter Order, Cut-off frequency, Gain and filter high frequencies.

DERIVATE SETUP

Double derivation
The Double derivate setup allows like the derivate setup to enter Order, Cut-off frequency, Gain and filter high 
frequencies.

DOUBLE DERIVATE SETUP
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Customer defined filter
The Customer defined filter setup requires to enter Order and Gain and for sure the filter settings itself. The values 
are displayed in the table next to the graph.

USER DEFINED FILTER SETUP

Enter the b (input) and a (rekur.) values and press the Update button to change the filter settings.

Delete mathematics or filters
The mathematics setup screen shows now both mathematic and filter settings. If you want to delete the channel, simply 
press the minus button  above the channels.

ALL DEFINED MATHEMATIC CHANNELS
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Math on Math
SPviewIT allows to do mathematics on mathematics; This includes also mathematics on filters and reversed.

THE FORMULA INTERPRETER ALLOWS ALSO TO ENTER COMPLEX FORMULAS

All available channels are displayed in the selection list. For SPviewIT it makes no difference where the data are 
comming from: analog input or mathematics - even different sampling rates are no problem.

If you do a mathematic operation on two channels with different sampling rate, the two channels will be synchronized 
to each other. The values of the slower sampled signal will be repeated for the calculation with the faster sampled signal 
until a new value is available.

ANY FORMULA COMBINATION IS ALLOWED
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Notes
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Using the online display screens

Pre-defined online display types
The following pre-defined online displays are available:

DISPLAY ICONS

Online display  Shortcut
 Overview  <F3> or <SHIFT>+<F1>
 Scope   <SHIFT>+<F2>
 Recorder  <SHIFT>+<F3>
 Vertical recorder <SHIFT>+<F4>
 FFT analysis  <SHIFT>+<F5>

The content of the icon bar can be changed easily to the most used displays (see section related to the 
General Setup).

All pre-defined displays can also be adapted to your own requirements as described on the next pages.
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Overview display screen

 This screen allows you to set up different instruments for each input, for example digital meter, 
recorder, FFT analyzer, ..., and arrange them freely in front of any graphic in your system. This is ideal 
for making graphical indicator panels that are easily understood, because the numeric values are directly 
associated with the physical object whose properties they are measuring! Or create your own user display 
with different types of displays on one screen.

To switch to the Overview screen press the icon shown above or press <F3> or <SHIFT>+<F1>.

The first time you come to the overview screen after starting a new setup, it will automatically include one 
meter for all of the active channels. In our case, we have three active analog and one mathematic channel, 
and the screen will look like this when we first visit it:

OVERVIEW SCREEN

Design your Overview display screen
The basic idea of the Overview screen is to have a simple, but efficient overview of your signals and 
measurement. In most cases that will be digital meters, but recorders may be helpful too.

You can add instruments according to your requirements using the Design mode. Due to it’s flexibility, you 
can arrange the instruments according to your requirements with nearly no limitation. When you need more 
than one Overview screen, please use the Add display function.

When you have arranged all instruments on the Overview screen, please do not forget to switch off the 
Design mode. Here is an example of what the result of your arrangements might be:
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OVERVIEW SCREEN WITH DIFFERENT INSTRUMENTS

Further Overview settings
All other Overview settings are described in section related to the - online instrument settings.
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The Oscilloscope display screen

 The Scope display screen displays all activated signals in scope graphs when you start it for the 
first time. You can display up to four signals per graph. Please find more details about the scope settings in 
the dedicated section.

To switch to the Scope screen press the icon shown above or press <SHIFT>+<F2>.

THE SCOPE DISPLAY SCREEN

Design your Scope display screen
The basic idea of the Scope screen is to have efficient graphs for fast, short time signals. You can define any 
trigger condition on that screen to get a stable display.

The scope trigger function is only used for display issues; you can't use this trigger for data storage.

Sometimes you might require more graphs on one display. Simply click on the + and - symbol at the top-
left corner to add or remove graphs. You can select the number of displayed graphs in a column using the 
dropdown list. Please refer to the chapter related to Create an instrument array for more information.

You can also add other instruments according to your requirements, for example digital meter, etc. using the 
Design mode. Due to it’s flexibility, you can arrange the instruments according to your requirements with 
nearly no limitation. When you need more than one Scope screen, please use the Add display function.

When you have arranged all instruments on the Scope screen, please do not forget to switch off the Design 
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mode. Here is an example of what the result of your arrangements might be:

OSCILLOSCOPE SCREEN EXAMPLE

Further Scope settings
All other Scope settings are described in the section - online instrument settings.
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The Recorder display screen

 The Recorder display screen is meant to emulate the time-history plotting capabilities of the 
traditional strip chart or oscillographic recorder, but with enhanced display and analysis capabilities. You can 
display up to four signals per graph. Please find more details about the recorder settings in the online display 
settings section.

To switch to the Recorder screen press the icon shown above or press <SHIFT>+<F3>.

THE RECORDER DISPLAY SCREEN WITH 5 GRAPHS

Design your Recorder display screen
The basic idea of the Recorder screen is to get an idea of the acquired signals over a long time (trend). Up 
to four signals can be displayed in one graph.

Sometimes you might require more graphs on one display. Simply click on the + and - symbol at the top-
left corner to add or remove graphs. You can select the number of displayed graphs in a column using the 
dropdown list. Please refer Create an instrument array for more information.

You can also add other instruments according to your requirements, for example digital meter, etc. using the 
Design mode. Due to it’s flexibility, you can arrange the instruments according to your requirements with 
nearly no limitation. When you need more than one Recorder screen, please use the Add display function.

When you have arranged all instruments on the Recorder screen, please do not forget to switch off the 
Design mode. Here is an example of what the result of your arrangements might be:
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RECORDER DISPLAY SCREEN EXAMPLE WITH DIGITAL METER, BARGRAPH AND VIDEO

Further Recorder settings
All other Recorder settings are described in the section - online instrument settings.
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The Vertical recorder screen

 The Vertical recorder has the same functions than the standard recorder. The main difference is 
that the signals are moved vertically over the screen instead of horizontally. Depending on your application, 
this may be the better way to show your signals.

To switch to the Vertical recorder screen press the icon shown above or press <SHIFT>+<F4>.

TYPICAL VERTICAL RECORDER DISPLAY

Each Vertical recorder graph can only display one signal!

Design your Vertical recorder display screen
The basic idea of the Vertical recorder screen is to get an idea of the acquired signals over a long time 
(trend) like in former build-in paper recorders. Each graph can display only one signal - this is to keep the 
graphs clear.

Sometimes you might require more graphs on one display. Simply click on the + and - symbol at the top-
left corner to add or remove graphs. You can select the number of displayed graphs in a column using the 
dropdown list. Please refer to Create an instrument array for more information.

You can also add other instruments according to your requirements, for example digital meter, etc. using the 
Design mode. Due to it’s flexibility, you can arrange the instruments according to your requirements with 
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nearly no limitation. When you need more than one Vertical recorder screen, please use the Add display 
function.

When you have arranged all instruments on the Vertical recorder screen, please do not forget to switch off 
the Design mode. Here is an example of what the result of your arrangements might be:

VERTICAL RECORDER DISPLAY SCREEN EXAMPLE WITH DIGITAL METER, VIDEO AND FFT

Further Vertical recorder settings
All other Vertical recorder settings are described in the section - online instrument settings.
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FFT display

 As a standard, the online FFT display (Fast Fourier Transformation) shows only the FFT of 
selected signals, together with an oscilloscope view for time domain display. This feature offers a prompt 
feedback: can the settings be correct?

To switch to the FFT screen press the icon shown above or press <SHIFT>+<F5>.

FFT DISPLAY WITH TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN SIGNALS

Design your FFT display screen
The basic idea of the FFT screen is to display the frequency components of your acquired data. The time 
domain based graph helps you to interpret the FFT data. Each graph can display up to 4 signals.

Sometimes you might require more graphs on one display. Simply click on the + and - symbol at the top-
left corner to add or remove graphs. You can select the number of displayed graphs in a column using the 
dropdown list. Please refer to Create an instrument array for more information.

You can also add other instruments according to your requirements, for example digital meter, etc. using the 
Design mode. Due to it’s flexibility, you can arrange the instruments according to your requirements with 
nearly no limitation. When you need more than one FFT screen, please use the Add display function.

When you have arranged all instruments on the FFT screen, please do not forget to switch off the Design 
mode. Here is an example of what the result of your arrangements might be:
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FFT DISPLAY WITH TIME DOMAIN SIGNAL AND FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

FFT background
Background information about FFT analysis is available in the appendix.

Further FFT settings
All other FFT settings are described in the section - online instrument settings.
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Design mode
Design your own display
As soon as you enter any online display screen, you can enter the Design mode (selected as a default with 
Overview display). When you press the  Design button, you are allowed to create your own display. 
The following section shows how to do that. When you have finished the adaption, please press the Design 
button again to fix the layout, otherwise you won't have the full functionallity of the instruments.

Available instruments in design mode
The design mode offers any available instrument in any display screen. Due to that, you can create very 
efficient displays. The following instruments are available:

Standard instruments: Additional instruments: Additional functions:

 Digital meter   Recorder   Add background image

 Horizontal bargraph  Vertical recorder  Add text notice

 Vertical bargraph  XY recorder   Add line

 Analog meter   Scope    Delete selected instrument

 Indicator lamp   FFT analyzer

      Octave

Add instruments
To add an instrument to your display, just click on the desired icon described above. For the following 
examples we will take mainly the digital meter instrument.

Every time when you click on the instrument icon, a new instrument will be added at the left-top corner of the 
instrument area.

You can add instruments according to your requirements. Due to the flexibility of the SPviewIT display 
screens, you can arrange the instruments according to your requirements with nearly no limitation. Here is 
an example how the display may look like:
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EXAMPLE OVERVIEW DISPLAY SCREEN

Assign / Reassign channels to instruments
As a standard, channels will be automatically assigned to new instruments. But maybe you don't want this 
channel to be in the new instrument or you want to reassign another channel.

Make sure that the new instrument is still selected - this is indicated by a white box around the instrument. 
If it is not selected click once on it. Then click on any input from the CHANNEL LIST near the bottom of the 
screen to assign this channel to the new instrument. Some instruments like the Recorder or Scope allow up 
to 4 channels assigned to one graph.

To reassign any instrument from one channel to another, first click the instrument, then unclick the currently 
selected channel from the CHANNEL LIST (depending on instrument type, it will display UNASSIGNED or 
simply remove the channel), then click on any other channel from the CHANNEL LIST.

You can have the same channel assigned to multiple instruments if desired. The settings of your selected 
instruments are described in a dedicated section.
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Define instrument position
Make sure that your instrument is still selected (simply click on the element to select it, a white box around it 
will indicate the selection). Now you have two possibilities:

 Drag the element and drop it where you need it
 Use the arrow keys to move it in the desired direction 
Tip: use the <SHIFT> key simultaneously with the arrow keys to increase moving speed

If the element comes in conflict with other elements, you can bring the element in front of the other one or 
behind it. Therefore right-click on the element and select from the appearing list. The following example has 
a digital meter hidden behind the scope.

MOVE THE ELEMENT AND OVERLAP IT WITH OTHER ELEMENTS

The Design mode offers a very needfull help: when you have to arrange douzen of elements, it is nearly 
impossible to line them up. Therefore the instruments have a 'magnetic' behaveour. When you move one 
element by mouse and come next to another element, it will automatically snap to it's outline.

Define instrument size
You can define the size of your instrument completely free. When the instrument is selected, simply click on 
one of the six white boxes at the outline of the instrument (the cursor will change to another appearence: ), 
keep the mouse button pressed and move the mouse into the desired direction.

MAKE THE INSTRUMENT AS BIG AS REQUIRED BY SIMPLY DRAG AN EDGE
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Define instrument transparency
Now we have defined the instrument, it's channel(s) and it's position. But what to do when instruments are 
overlapping?

SPviewIT offers a transparency for each element, which can be set to none, 25 %, 50 %, 75 % or fully 
transparency. It can be set in two ways:

 Use the Transparent checkbox in the settings bar and select the transparency value from the 
dropdown list

 Right-click on the desired element and select Transparency and the desired value from the 
appearing window

RIGHT-CLICK ON THE DESIRED ELEMENT TO CHANGE TRANSPARENCY

The following example should give you an impression of the function:

THE SCOPE TRANSPARENCY HAS BEEN SET TO 50 %
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Create an instrument group
Placing instrument by instrument on the display can take some time, especially when you have to display 
douzen of channels. Therefore SPviewIT allows to create instrument groups, which are boxes with the same 
instrument. This can be for example digital meters:

DIGITAL METER ARRAY

With the Cols dropdown list, you can define how many columns of instruments should be allowed. After that, 
simply press the + button to add instruments or the - button to remove them.

The channels will be automatically assigned to the instruments from all active channels. If you add more 
instruments than active channels, the instruments stay unassigned. You can change the assigned channel at 
any time - simply select the instrument and then select the desired channel from the channel list.

As a standard, all instruments within one instrument array have the same properties. For example all digital 
meters within an array are set to 50 % transparency, show the peak-peak value with very slow (5 s) average 
time.

Use the Unified properties checkbox to allow different settings for each instrument within the selected 
group. Now you can set peak-peak value for the first instrument, RMS for the second, Max for the third, ...
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Copy & Paste existing instruments
You can use the Copy function to create a new element. The new element will have exactly the same 
settings. To copy the element, right-click on the element and select Copy from the list. Then move the cursor 
to the desired position, right-click again and select Paste. That’s all - the new element is available.

SELECT THE DESIRED INSTRUMENT, RIGHT-CLICK AND PRESS COPY

RIGHT-CLICK ON AN EMPTY SPACE, RIGHT-CLICK AND PRESS PASTE

THE NEW ELEMENT IS AVAILABLE

Delete instruments
You may want to delete instruments from the display screen. To delete any instrument, just click it once to 
select it, then click the Delete Instrument button  or press the Delete button on your keyboard.

Leave design mode
After you have done all changes to your display screen, please do not forget to leave the Design mode, 
otherwise you won't have the total control over the instrument settings.
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Further general display functions
Additional display screens
Within all online display screens, you can add several further displays using the Add Display function from 
Displays menu, rename them according to your requirements or delete them. The advantage of this feature 
is to have different, independent viewings. This is very helpful when you have to compare signals or display 
douzen of channels.

ADD ADDITIONAL DISPLAYS

When you have added additional displays, you can select them directly with the down arrow next to the 
appropriate display icon or from the Display menu.

   

SELECT ANOTHER DISPLAY
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Online Display Screens
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Freeze mode
Sometimes it is necessary to make a fast data analysis also during measurement. For this case, SPviewIT 
offers a freeze mode, where most displays (except of FFT, Oktave and Scope) are frozen with the last data. 
Press the Freeze button  to get the same analysis functions like in Analyze mode (see also relating 
section).

THE BLUE FREEZE BUTTON STOP DISPLAY UPDATES

You only get a limited amount of data (smaller analysis time) restricted by a buffer memory in SPviewIT.

ANALYSIS EXAMPLE WITH DEMO DATA

During the freeze mode, all functions like storing or trigger are still working. You only freeze the current 
displays. To run the displays again simply click the Freeze button  again.
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Notes
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Online instrument settings
Each online instrument type described in the section before offers - related to the type - different settings. 
This section will give you detailed information about the different settings.

Digital meter
The digital meter is designed to show the current value of a signal. Even this simple way to display a 
value offers a lot of settings, which we will now have a look on. When you select a digital meter in both 
the design and run mode of the overview screen, it’s settings will appear.

DIGITAL METERS IN THE OVERVIEW SCREEN

Digital meter appearance
The digital meter has only one appearance: the channel name is displayed at the top, the display type and 
unit at the right side. The main space is used by the value letters itself.

DIGITAL METER APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to relating section to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / reassigning 
of channels.

Display value
The digital meter can display different values. Beside the current measurement value, also timing 
informations can be displayed:

SELECT DIGITAL METER CONTENT

 Channel:  current measurement value, assigned to an acquisition channel
 Time:   current time of the acquisition system
 Date:   current date of the acquisition system
 Day + time:  number of the day within the current year and time of the acquisition 
   system; this format is compatible with the timing information according  
   to UTC

 Elapsed time:  time elapsed from the beginning of measurement

Display type
Your acquired signal may not be only a static signal; if you have ever tried to display a high-dynamic signal 
with digital values, you know that you have to make some kind of statistic to get representative values. 
Therefore the digital meter offers different display types:

SELECT BETWEEN DIFFERENT DISPLAY TYPES

Be aware that all these display types represent only statistic values for the online display. The settings 
have no influence on the other displays or the data storage.

As a standard, the values for the display type will be calculated over a period of 0.1 seconds.
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Average time
With the Average time drop-down list, you can define the update rate for the selected digital meter. The 
standard setting is 0.1 seconds, which represents also the internal minimum calculation period.

SELECT THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE DIGITAL METER

Caption
Simply click on the caption checkbox to show or hide the digital meter caption. As a standard, the caption is 
displayed.

EXAMPLE: CAPTION SHOWN

EXAMPLE: CAPTION HIDDEN

Upper & lower limit
You can set high and/or low alarm limits for each meter, which will cause the meter number to change 
from green to red when it is either above the high limit, or below the low limit. If you want to use limits for a 
meter, select it by clicking on it once. Use the checkboxes to activate/deactivate high or low limit detection. 
If enabled, you can enter the alarm level for each. For example, if we want to have the signal change to red 
when it either falls below 300 or rises above 500, we set this meter up accordingly:

SETTING METER HIGH/LOW ALARM LIMITS

Note that the number changes to RED when it is outside of either limit, and remains green when it is within 
the limit(s). You can set low, high, or both limits for each meter.

The upper and lower limit is only a visual effect; it is completely independent from the Alarm monitoring 
function (see relating chapter for details).
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Resolution
Select a meter by clicking once on it. Now click either Inc or Dec to add or delete digits to the right of the 
decimal point of the meter‘s display. Sometimes it is useful to be able to add or digital of display resolution, or 
delete one or two, according to the type of data being displayed.

CHANGE THE METER RESOLUTION
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Bargraph
The bargraph is designed to give a graphical indication of the current value within the defined display 
range. When you select a bargraph in both the design and run mode of the overview screen, it’s 
settings will appear.

BARGRAPHS IN THE OVERVIEW SCREEN

Bargraph appearance
The bargraph has four different appearances: as standard, 3D, needle or LED bargraph in horizontal or 
vertical format. They all contain the channel name, display type and unit beside the measurement values.

The orientation depends on the instrument type selected by the instrument icon.

BARGRAPH APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to the relating chapter to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / 
reassigning of channels.

Display type
Your acquired signal may not be only a static signal; if you have ever tried to display a high-dynamic signal 
with digital values, you know that you have to make some kind of statistic to get representative values. 
Therefore the bargraph offers different display types:

SELECT BETWEEN DIFFERENT DISPLAY TYPES

Be aware that all these display types represent only statistic values for the online display. The settings 
have no influence on the other displays or the data storage.

As a standard, the values for the display type will be calculated over a period of 0.1 seconds.

Meter type & orientation
SPviewIT offers different meter types for your display. Please choose according to the requirements of your 
application which type you prefer.

SELECT BETWEEN DIFFERENT METER TYPES

Changing the orientation is not possible; you have to select the right instrument when you click on the icon.

Average time
With the Average time drop-down list, you can define the update rate for the selected bargraph. The 
standard setting is 0.1 seconds, which represents also the internal minimum calculation period.

SELECT THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE BARGRAPH
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Upper & lower limit
You can set high and/or low alarm limits for each bargraph, which will cause the meter number to change 
from green to red when it is either above the high limit, or below the low limit. If you want to use limits for 
a bargraph, select it by clicking on it once. Use the checkboxes to activate/deactivate high or low limit 
detection. If enabled, you can enter the alarm level for each. For example, if we want to have the signal 
change to red when it either falls below 20 or rises above 30, we set this bargraph up accordingly:

SETTING BARGRAPH HIGH/LOW ALARM LIMITS

Note that the number changes to RED when it is outside of either limit, and remains green when it is within 
the limit(s). You can set low, high, or both limits for each meter.

Minimum and maximum shown value
You can define a minimum and a maximum shown value for the bargraph; this feature is very important 
to get a better scaling for the display. For example your temperature measurement range is 0 to 1000 °C, 
but you measure only between 0 and 40 °C. Just enter both values and the bargraph scaling will change 
immediately.

CHANGE THE BARGRAPH SCALING
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Analog meter
The analog meter is designed to give a graphical indication of the current value within the defined 
display range. When you select an analog meter in both the design and run mode of the overview 
screen, it’s settings will appear.

ANALOG METERS IN THE OVERVIEW SCREEN

Analog meter appearance
The analog meter offers three different appearances: as 3/4 circle type, 1/2 circle type or 1/4 circle type. 
They all contain the channel name, display type and unit beside the measurement values.

ANALOG METERS APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to the relating chapter  to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / 
reassigning of channels.

Display type
Your acquired signal may not be only a static signal; if you have ever tried to display a high-dynamic signal 
with digital values, you know that you have to make some kind of statistic to get representative values. 
Therefore the analog meter offers different display types:

SELECT BETWEEN DIFFERENT DISPLAY TYPES

Be aware that all these display types represent only statistic values for the online display. The settings 
have no influence on the other displays or the data storage.

As a standard, the values for the display type will be calculated over a period of 0.1 seconds.

Average time
With the Average time drop-down list, you can define the update rate for the selected analog meter. The 
standard setting is 0.1 seconds, which represents also the internal minimum calculation period.

SELECT THE AVERAGE TIME OF THE ANALOG METER
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Upper & lower limit
You can set high and/or low alarm limits for each meter, which will cause the meter number to change 
from green to red when it is either above the high limit, or below the low limit. If you want to use limits for a 
meter, select it by clicking on it once. Use the checkboxes to activate/deactivate high or low limit detection. 
If enabled, you can enter the alarm level for each. For example, if we want to have the signal change to red 
when it either falls below -1 or rises above 1, we set this meter up accordingly:

SETTING METER HIGH/LOW ALARM LIMITS

Note that the number changes to RED when it is outside of either limit, and remains green when it is within 
the limit(s). You can set low, high, or both limits for each meter.

Minimum and maximum shown value
You can define a minimum and a maximum shown value for the analog meter; this feature is very important 
to get a better scaling for the display. For example your distance measurement range is ±10 mm, but you 
measure only between ±2 mm. Just enter both values and the bargraph scaling will change immediately.

CHANGE THE ANALOG METER SCALING

Analog meter type
The analog meter can be displayed in three different types. Just select them according to your requirements; 
simply click on one of the icons below.

DEFINE THE ANALOG METER TYPE

Depending on type, the analog meter will look like the following image:

ANALOG METER APPEARANCE
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Indicator lamp
The indicator lamp is designed show the state of digital signals, but also to supervise the value analog 
signals in a true/false way. For example, when the voltage drops below 200 V, the left lamp becomes 
green. As soon as the voltage grows above 250 V, the right lamp becomes red.

INDICATOR LAMP IN THE OVERVIEW SCREEN

Indicator lamp appearance
The indicator lamp is quite a simple element and displays next to the channel name and unit only a red or 
green lamp, depending on the settings.

INDICATOR LAMP APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to the relating section to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / 
reassigning of channels.

Display type
Your acquired signal may not be only a static signal; if you have ever tried to display a high-dynamic signal 
with digital values, you know that you have to make some kind of statistic to get representative values. 
Therefore the indicator lamp offers different display types:

SELECT BETWEEN DIFFERENT DISPLAY TYPES

Be aware that all these display types represent only statistic values for the online display. The settings 
have no influence on the other displays or the data storage.

As a standard, the values for the display type will be calculated over a period of 0.1 seconds.

Upper limit
You can set an upper limit for each lamp, which will cause the lamp to change from green to red when it is 
above the upper limit. For example, if we want to have the signal change to red when it grows above 200 V, 
we set this lamp up accordingly:

SETTING LAMP HIGH/LOW ALARM LIMITS

Note that the number changes to RED when it is outside of either limit, and remains green when it is within 
the limit. You can set low, high, or both limits for each meter.
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Recorder
The recorder screen is meant to emulate the time-history plotting capabilities of the traditional 

strip chart or oscillographic recorder, but with enhanced display and analysis capabilities.

TYPICAL RECORDER SCREEN

Recorder appearance
The recorder element offers all important information: channel name(s), unit(s), time information, zoom 
functions, ... and for sure the graph.

RECORDER APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to the relating chapter to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / 
reassigning of channels.

Time axis settings
SPviewIT offers two different timebase types for multiple graphs: single time axis or multiple time axis. Press 
the Single time axis checkbox to change between these two modes.

EXAMPLE: SINGLE TIME AXIS

EXAMPLE: MULTIPLE TIME AXIS

Display type
Because the Recorder is typically used to show longer periods of time - minutes or even hours or days - it 
has the added ability to show data in one of several fashions: Real Data, RMS, or Average.

SELECT THE DISPLAY TYPE

This is useful when monitoring AC signals, which are going to look like a solid band when a long duration 
is shown - not very useful to look at (unless you‘re just looking for overall amplitude envelopes, or obvious 
drop-outs). Changing the display type for this graph to RMS will show a more useful representation of the 
data. For noisy DC signals, selecting Average can clean up the display. Note that these settings do not affect 
the recorded data in any way - they are simply changing the way the data looks on the screen. Select any 
graph by clicking on it, then select the Display type from the selector. Just have a look to the following screen 
to see the difference between the three display types:
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RECORDER DISPLAY WITH REAL DATA, RMS AND AVERAGE DISPLAY

Setting the time axis type for each graph
You can show either absolute or relative time in the T-axis for each graph. Click on any graph to select it, 
then use the selector to make your choice.

SELECT TIME AXIS TYPE

  Relative  the elapsed time since recording or monitoring began 
 Absolute  the current time and date 
 Absolute (time only) the current time only 
 Absolute (day+time) the number of the current day in year and the time

(The following part is not available in Design mode.)

Use the blue PLUS and MINUS symbols to expand or compress the time axis. Clicking MINUS will show 
more time across the graph. You can show the entire length of recording, regardless of how long it is! Even 
days and days of data can be shown here.
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Changing the Y-axis scale / autoscale
(Not available in Design mode.)

If you want to change the Y-axis for any input, the recorder offers two possibilities:
 Enter values You may enter the values by yourself - simply click on the number 
  at either extreme and then type in a new number. This is possible 
  when the cursor has following appearance:

 Autoscale Move cursor to the axis scale. If you have reached the autoscale area, 
  the cursor changes to the following appearance:

   Press left mouse button to activate autoscale, press right mouse 
  button for undo

The autoscale function always calculates the minimum and maximum value of the currently displayed signal 
and use these values for scaling. The scaling will be only updated when you press the left mouse button!

Grid resolution
To make the analysis more comfortable, SPviewIT contains the possibility to change the number of grid lines 
in the recorder display. Depending on range and signal, it may be interesting to change the number of grid 
lines from 4 (standard) to 10 - or remove them completly...

0 TO 10 GRID LINES CAN BE DEFINED IN THE RECORDER
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Simple measurement cursor functions
(Not available in Design mode.)

If you move the mouse cursor over the signal, a white cross appears, showing the current position of the 
measurement cursor. As soon as you stop moving the mouse or trackball, the cursor will fix its position within 
the signal and move with the time. The cursor readout is displayed above the graph and shows

 X axis information The absolute or relative time at the cursor position, depending on the 
   selected axis type

 Y axis information The signal value at the cursor position, including units
As one graph may contain up to four signals, the measurement cursor always tracks to the signal next to the 
current position. The above display gives an impression of the cursor functionallity.

MEASUREMENT CURSOR WITH READOUT

Attention: The measurement cursor is not available when the time base is set to a short time. It’s only 
working for long time measurements.
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Vertical recorder
The vertical recorder screen is meant to emulate the time-history plotting capabilities of the 

traditional strip chart or oscillographic recorder, but with enhanced display and analysis 
capabilities.

VERTICAL RECORDER DISPLAY SCREEN

Vertical recorder appearance
The Vertical recorder element offers everything available also in the Recorder: channel name(s), unit(s), 
time information, zoom functions, ... and an additional feature: a limit indicator.

RECORDER APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to the relating chapter to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / 
reassigning of channels.

Time axis settings
SPviewIT offers two different timebase types for multiple graphs: single time axis or multiple time axis. Press 
the Single time axis checkbox to change between these two modes.

    

EXAMPLE: SINGLE TIME AXIS                                              EXAMPLE: MULTIPLE TIME AXIS

The advantage of the single time axis is to have more space to display the data. The advantage of the 
multiple time axis is to make it more easy to read time related information.

Display type
Because the Vertical recorder is typically used to show longer periods of time - minutes or even hours or 
days - it has the added ability to show data in one of several fashions: Real Data, RMS, or Average.

SELECT THE DISPLAY TYPE

This is useful when monitoring AC signals, which are going to look like a solid band when a long duration 
is shown - not very useful to look at (unless you‘re just looking for overall amplitude envelopes, or obvious 
drop-outs). Changing the display type for this graph to RMS will show a more useful representation of the 
data. For noisy DC signals, selecting Average can clean up the display. Note that these settings do not affect 
the recorded data in any way - they are simply changing the way the data looks on the screen. Select any 
graph by clicking on it, then select the Display type from the selector. Just have a look to the following screen 
to see the difference between the three display types:
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VERTICAL RECORDER WITH RMS (VOLTAGE), AVERAGE (TEMPERATURE)  AND REAL DATA (DISPLACEMENT)

Setting the time axis type for each graph row
You can show either absolute or relative time in the T-axis in each graph row. Click on any graph in a row to 
select the row, then use the selector to make your choice.

SELECT TIME AXIS TYPE

  Relative  the elapsed time since recording or monitoring began 
 Absolute  the current time and date 
 Absolute (time only) the current time only 
 Absolute (day+time) the number of the current day in year and the time

(The following part is not available in Design mode)

Use the blue PLUS and MINUS symbols to expand or compress the time axis. Clicking MINUS will show 
more time across the graph. You can show the entire length of recording, regardless of how long it is! Even 
days and days of data can be shown here.

Changing the Y-axis scale / autoscale
(Not available in Design mode)

If you want to change the Y-axis for any input, the recorder offers two possibilities:
 Enter values You may enter the values by yourself - simply click on the number at 
  either extreme and then type in a new number. This is possible when 
  the cursor has following appearance:
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 Autoscale Move cursor to the axis scale. If you have reached the autoscale area,  
  the cursor changes to the following appearance:

   Press left mouse button to activate autoscale, press right mouse 
  button for undo

The autoscale function always calculates the minimum and maximum value of the currently displayed signal 
and use these values for scaling. The scaling will be only updated when you press the left mouse button!

Grid resolution
To make the analysis more comfortable, SPviewIT contains the possibility to change the number of grid lines 
in the vertical recorder display. Depending on range and signal, it may be interesting to change the number 
of grid lines from 4 (standard) to 10 - or remove them completly...

0 TO 10 GRID LINES CAN BE DEFINED IN THE VERTICAL RECORDER

Upper & lower limit
You can set high and/or low alarm limits for each vertical recorder, which will cause the recorder to mention 
the alarm above the grid. As a standard, the alarm values are set to the minimum and maximum range 
for the appropriate channel. If you want to use own limits, just enter the alarm level according to your 
requirements. For example, if we want to supervise the signal within ±1 mm, we enter the following settings:

SETTING METER HIGH/LOW ALARM LIMITS

Now we have set the limits to +1 and -1 mm, indicated by the two small white lines directly above the scale. 
The two yellow lines show the minimum and maximum value during this acquisition, which may be even 
outside the displayed time window. Finally, a line in the color of the channel indicates the current value; a 
small line indicates just small changes in the signal for the last 0.1 sec, the wider the line the higher the 
change in the signal.
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Example 1: the current signal is within the defined limits 
of ±1 mm, indicated by the two white markers.

Example 2: The signal is out of the defined limit, the 
current value (at the moment 1.37) is displayed in red 
letters as long as the signal is out of the limits.

Example 3: The signal is back within the limits, 
the previous exceed of the limit is indicated. 
by the three red !!!. You can also still see 
the maximum level indicator out of the limits.
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Simple measurement cursor functions
(Not available in Design mode)

If you move the mouse cursor over the signal, a white cross appears, showing the current position of the 
measurement cursor. As soon as you stop moving the mouse or trackball, the cursor will fix its position within 
the signal and move with the time. The cursor readout is displayed below the graph and shows

 X axis information The absolute or relative time at the cursor position, depending on the 
   selected axis type

 Y axis information The signal value at the cursor position, including units

MEASUREMENT CURSOR WITH READOUT

Attention: The measurement cursor is not available when the time base is set to a short time. It’s only 
working for long time measurements.
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XY graph
The XY graph is designed to display channels versus channels, there is no direct time relation. The 
only time relation is to the amount of memory; you are not able to display the signals for too long time. 
When you select a XY graph it’s settings will appear.

XY GRAPH IN THE OVERVIEW SCREEN

XY graph appearance
The XY graph can display up to three Y-axis channels, related to one other channel on the X-axis at the 
same time. The cross indicates the latest displayed value.

XY GRAPH APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to the relating chapter to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / 
reassigning of channels.

The only difference to time based displays is that the first selected channel is always used as the X-axis 
channel!

Display type
The XY graph is not able to display the real acquired data, there is not enough memory for it. At the moment, 
you can display only average (for slow signals) or RMS values (for dynamic signals).

SELECT BETWEEN DIFFERENT DISPLAY TYPES

Be aware that all these display types represent only statistic values for the online display. The settings 
have no influence on the other displays or the data storage.

As a standard, the values for the display type will be calculated over a period of 0.1 seconds.

Autoscale
The XY graph offers a unique feature: autoscaling for X- and Y-axis. To activate this feature, simply click the 
appropriate checkboxes.

AUTOSCALE FUNCTION

History
When the signal is changing very strong, it may be helpful to click the Show only current value checkbox; 
this removes all displayed values from the XY graph and shows only the current value. Unselect this feature 
to receive the whole signal history again.

DISPLAY ONLY THE LATEST VALUE

Draw filter
Especially for run-up tests you should use the Only when x increases checkbox. This is only a drawing filter 
and avoid any values displayed which become smaller than before. Unselect this feature to receive also 
decreasing X-axis signals again.

UPDATE DISPLAY ONLY WHEN X-AXIS VALUE INCREASES
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Clear graph
Recorder or scope displays show their content only for a limited time. But what about the XY graph? How 
long should it display data? Decide it by yourself. Simply click on the Reset view button to clear the graph.

CLEAR THE XY GRAPH
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Scope
This screen is undergoing some revisions at the moment to make it more like a conventional 

scope, but in the meantime, it is a nice Y/T display and can show up to 16 inputs at once.

SCOPE DISPLAY SCREEN

Scope appearance
The scope element in the overview offers everything available also in the Scope screen: channel name(s), 
unit(s), time information, zoom functions, ...

SCOPE APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to the relating chapter to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / 
reassigning of channels.

Changing the Y-axis scale
(Not available in Design mode)

If you want to change the Y-axis for any input, the scope offers two possibilities:
 Enter values You may enter the values by yourself - simply click on the number 
  at either extreme and then type in a new number. This is possible 
  when the cursor has following appearance:

 Autoscale Move cursor to the axis scale. If you have reached the autoscale area, 
  the cursor changes to the following appearance:

   Press left mouse button to activate autoscale, press right mouse 
  button for undo

The autoscale function always calculates the minimum and maximum value of the currently displayed signal 
and use these values for scaling. The scaling will be only updated when you press the left mouse button!

Trigger
SPviewIT knows three types of triggered acquisiton:

 Free run All values are displayed, no trigger active
 Auto  The autotrigger displays values if the trigger condition is true; when 
  there is no trigger within some time, it displays the current value

 Norm  The normal trigger displays only values if the trigger condition is true
The trigger conditions for Auto and Norm trigger are the same and work in the same way than described in 
the section on - using trigger to start and stop recording. Available trigger conditions are

 Simple edge
 Filtered edge
 Window
 Pulse-width
 Window and pulse-width

for positive or negative slope, for real, averaged or RMS data, ...

Be aware that the trigger setup for the scope is completely independent from the system trigger and is not 
used to store any data!
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Cursor measurements
Select the Cursors tab to activate the cursor measurement.

CURSOR MEASUREMENT EXAMPLE

The scope offers two measurement cursors for the active graph, which can be positioned in two ways:

 Move mouse cursor to the first position of interest. Click and hold left mouse botton and move to the 
second position of interest.

 Drag the first cursor from left side of the graph to the position of interest and the second cursor from 
the right side of the graph.

The settings menu at the left side of the screen now displays the cursor readouts for each channel within the 
selected scope.

Important information: the freeze function is not working within the scope!
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History
When the Norm trigger is selected, a third tab appears: the History. This feature allows you to display the 
following information:

 Actual trigger  Always the latest trigger event is displayed 
   When you press the Stop button, you can browse through the last 
   recorded trigger events

 Persistance mode You may still know this feature from analog oscilloscopes: several 
   events will be displayed in an overlay technique, the older the events 
   the brighter their color

 Moving average Use the moving average function only for repetitive signals; you can 
   increase accuracy and reduce noise on signals using this function

In the section Shown triggers you can select how many trigger events will be used for the appropriate 
history type. The following screen should help you to understand the difference between the three history 
types:

GRAPH 1: ACTUAL TRIGGER / GRID 2: PERSISTANCE MODE / GRID 3: MOVING AVERAGE

If you want to clear the history memory simply press the Reset button.

If you are in stopped condition you can use the arrow keys to browse through the trigger events. Keep an 
eye on the Trigger index: it shows you the current positions within up to 100 possible events.
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FFT analysis
The FFT (Fast fourier transformation) screen is meant to display the frequency components 

of acquired signals in amplitude and frequency. Several settings and analysis capabilities 
enhance the usage of this instrument.

FFT DISPLAY SCREEN

The FFT has several settings, which make that instrument more difficult to understand, but still very efficient. 
If you need assistance to the FFT background, please refer to - analysis background - in the appendix.

FFT appearance
The FFT element in the overview offers everything available also in the FFT screen: channel name(s), 
unit(s), time information, zoom functions, ...

FFT APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to the relating chapter to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / 
reassigning of channels.

FFT options
Serious FFT analysis requires several settings to get a useful result. All these settings are combined in the 
FFT options part. It contains:

 Line resolution
 Window type
 X scale and Y scale type
 Number of ticks for X and Y axis
 Amplitude display
 DC cutoff
 Weighting

Selecting FFT line resolution
To change the FFT lines, just click in the Line resolution field and select from the dropdown list. The FFT 
lines are responsible for the frequency resolution. The higher the FFT lines value, the better the resolution 
- but also the higher the calculation time. The current frequency resolution is mentioned next to the heading 
(df = ... Hz).

DEFINED FFT LINES FROM 256 TO 65536

Example: The sampling rate has been set to 10000 Samples / sec. and the resolution to 4192 FFT lines. 
These settings allow an FFT analysis up to 5000 Hz (half sampling rate). Now you divide the max. analysis 
frequency by the FFT lines (5000 Hz / 4192 lines). The result is 1.22 Hz per line (mentioned in the selection 
line).
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Setting window type
SPviewIT supports the most common Window types for FFT analysis. Select the window according to your 
application.

FFT WINDOW SELECTION

X and Y scale type
The SPviewIT FFT allows two different X axis types (linear and logarithmic) and four Y axis scaling types 
(linear, logarithmic, dB and Noise dB scaled)

CHOOSE YOUR PREFERED X AND Y AXIS SCALING

Number of ticks
You can select the Number of ticks (Number of grid lines + 1) from one to six ticks for your FFT display, 
which can differ between X and Y axis. The first row is to select the X axis ticks, the second row for the Y 
axis ticks.

SELECT THE NUMBER OF TICKS FOR X AND Y AXIS
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Amplitude display
Amplitude, RMS, power FFT, PSD (Power Spectral Density) and RMS PSD display can be selected in the 
Amplitude display section. Choose according to your application.

THE MOST COMMON AMPLITUDE DISPLAYS

DC cutoff filter
To remove DC or very low frequency components, select the DC cutoff filter.

SELECT DC CUTOFF FILTER TO REMOVE DC COMPONENTS

Weighting
As a standard, FFT analysis use a linear Weighting. For special applications like sound analysis, special 
FFT weightings can be set.

SELECT WEIGHTING FOR APPLICATIONS LIKE SOUND ANALYSIS
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Averaging
Use averaging mode to get a more stable FFT display. To activate the averaging just click the Enable 
checkbox.

ENABLE AVERAGING

Then select the Average type: Linear, Exponentiell, Peak. As a standard, linear is selected.

Depending on the application, it may be necessary to define a data overlap.

DEFINE OVERLAP

Finally select the maximum averaging values.

DEFINE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF AVERAGES
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Cursor functions
With two buttons in the FFT display, the function of the cursor can be defined.

 With this function enabled (= default setting), the cursor shows the current frequency and   
amplitude values at the cursor position within the FFT signal. To show the current values in the 
cursor readout, just click on the desired position of the signal (see above). To remove the readout, 
click again on the cursor marker.

 With the zoom button enabled, you can zoom into any area of the FFT display. Just click into 
the display, hold the button, move the mouse and release the button. To undo the zoom, just press 
the right mouse button.

(The following part is not available in Design mode)

Use the blue PLUS and MINUS symbols to expand or compress the frequency axis. Clicking MINUS will 
show more frequency across the graph until the maximum analyzeable frequency has been reached. 
Clicking PLUS will show the frequency more detailed.

Online calculations
To keep an overview over the FFT, SPviewIT can calculate the RMS values and peak values of the displayed 
signals. To activate the calculation, just click on

 for the RMS values

 for the peak values

ONLINE SIGNAL INFORMATION

Time base graph
(FFT screen only)

As a standard, the FFT screen shows at the upper area the FFT graph, the lower area is used by a Scope 
graph. It is the same than the Scope display; all Scope settings are also available in the FFT screen.

FFT background
Background information about FFT analysis is available in the appendix.
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Octave analysis
The Octave analysis element is meant to display the frequency components of acquired signals in 
amplitude and frequency like the FFT analysis. The octave analysis is basically used in sound analysis. 
Several settings and analysis capabilities enhance the usage of this instrument.

OCTAVE DISPLAY SCREEN

As the Octave analysis is based on the FFT analysis, you can find more information in the section describing 
the FFT and in the appendix for the analysis background.

Octave appearance
The Octave element in the overview offers everything available also in the FFT screen: channel name(s), 
unit(s), time information, zoom functions, ...

OCTAVE APPEARANCE
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Positioning, size and channels
Please refer to the relating chapter to learn more about instrument positioning, size and assigning / 
reassigning of channels.

CPB options
Serious Octave analysis requires several settings to get a useful result. All these settings are combined in 
the CPB options part. It contains:

 Analysis type
 Y scale type
 Weighting

Analysis type
SPviewIT knows four different analysis types:

DEFINED OCTAVE ANALYSIS TYPE

The most used type is 1/3, but depending on the application also the other types may be required.

Y scale type
SPviewIT supports different types for Y scaling.

Y SCALE TYPE SELECTION

Weighting
As a standard, the octave analysis use a linear Weighting. For special applications like sound analysis, 
special weightings can be set.

SELECT WEIGHTING FOR APPLICATIONS LIKE SOUND ANALYSIS
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Averaging
Use averaging mode to get a more stable Octave display. To activate the averaging just click the Enable 
checkbox.

ENABLE AVERAGING

Then select the Average type: Linear, Exponentiell, Peak. As a standard, linear is selected.

Depending on the application, it may be necessary to define a data overlap.

DEFINE OVERLAP

Finally select the maximum averaging values.

DEFINE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF AVERAGES

Online calculations
To keep an overview over the FFT, SPviewIT can calculate the RMS values of the displayed signals. To 

activate the calculation, just click on  for the RMS values.

Octave background
The octave analysis is based on the FFT analysis. Please find more background information about FFT 
analysis in the appendix.
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Background picture
The background image can be used to illustrate your measurement. Click on the background icon to 
get the Windows Explorer window to select the desired file:

BROWSE AND SELECT DESIRED BACKGROUND FILE

Supported background file formats are: .jpg, .jpeg, .bmp, .ico, .emf and .wmf

Now press Open and arrange the other instruments as required.

OVERVIEW SCREEN WITH BACKGROUND IMAGE
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Text element
The Text element can be used to write any text at any position of the screens.

START CREATING YOUR OVERVIEW SCREEN WITH A TEXT FIELD

Text element appearance
The Text element is very simple: just a field where you can enter your text.

TEXT APPEARANCE

Positioning and size
Please refer to the dedicated section to learn more about element positioning and size.

Font and paragraph
In the Font section, you can define the text styling. Choose from all installed fonts on your Windows system, 
define the font size, color and appearence like bold, italic or underlined.

The paragraph section contains two features: the alignment of your text (left, centered or right) and the word 
wrap (active by default).
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FONT AND PARAGRAPH SETTINGS

Text editor
Press the Edit button or simply double-click on the text field to enter or change the text.

Enter now your text. When you have finished, simply click anywhere outside of the text element to confirm 
the changes.

TYPICAL OVERVIEW SCREEN WITH SEVERAL TEXT ELEMENTS
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Line element
The line element can be used to draw lines, connect different elements, mark something, ...

WHEN YOU SELECT THE LINE ELEMENT, ALL OTHER ELEMENTS BECOME MARKED

Line element appearance
The Line element is very simple: just click once where you want to start your line and the second time where 
it should end.

LINE APPEARANCE BETWEEN TWO TEXT ELEMENTS
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Positioning and size
You can click at any position to start and end the line. To modify a line, simply click once on it to select it and 
then move the end points to the desired new location.

Line, arrows and shape
Use the Line, Arrows and Shape sections to style up your line with different colors, widths, arrows, ... - 
please try out the functions to find the best for your requirements.

LINE, ARROWS AND SHAPE SETTINGS
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Recording data
In one of the sections before, we saw how to set the sample rate and pre-define the filename to be used for 
data recording. This is done on the Setup screen (please refer back to Sample Rate Selection). 

Basic recording setup
We already saw on the Setup screen how to enter the sample rate and filename, but let‘s review this, plus 
look at some other recording features:

RECORDING SETUP SECTION OF THE SETUP SCREEN

Setting the filename
By default, this field will be set to „Test“ as the filename. If whatever file you type in here already exists in the 
default data directory (normally this is C:\Programme\Spectrum GmbH\SPviewIT 6.1\Data), its name will be 
colored RED here. More information can be entered using the File details button.

Dynamic acquisition rate
Enter or pull-down and select a sample rate to be used for dynamic acquisition. It is important to understand 
the difference between dynamic and static/reduced rate acquisition. Note that there is a storing options 
dropdown list to select different storage options, that are be described later.

When storing dynamically, every sample is stored. This means if you have ten channels activated, and you 
enter a dynamic acquisition rate of 5000 samples/sec/ch, the resulting data file will contain 5000 samples per 
second of acquisition for each channel. In other words, every sample point is recorded to the file.

Static / reduced rate
When this mode is selected, the system will still run at the dynamic sample rate shown in the box beside, 
however, every data point will NOT be stored. Instead, the system will reduced the data continuously 
according to the static/reduced rate selected here. It is very important to know that when the system does 
this, is does not make a single column of data for each channel - instead, it creates multiple columns of 
useful data for each channel, including the min, max, RMS, and average values that were seen between 
each interval of the static/reduced rate.

You can select the value from the dropdown list, like 0.1 seconds. This means that every 0.1 seconds the 
reduced data will be available. If you select AUTO, the static/reduced rate will be adapted automatically 
depending on the setting of the dynamic acquisition rate. You are also allowed to enter your own values, but 
be aware that not all values will be accepted - if so the real value will be mentioned below the dropdown list. 

For example, if we have a dynamic rate of 1000 Hz, and a static rate of 5 seconds, and we check that we 
wish to store the static rate, the system will sample at 1000 Hz, but will store a set of min/max/ave/rms 
values for each input every four seconds. This means that 5000 samples are going by for each channel, 
every four seconds. Are they ignored? No - they are used to derive the min/max/ave/rms values which 
are saved for each active input, at the static rate! So, each set of reduced samples are based on all 5000 
samples that were seen for each channel between static intervals.

When you switch to the Analyze mode (see the data analysis chapter), and load one of these files, you can 
export any set of values: min/max, average, or RMS.
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Storing options
The storing options are very important for the whole system. You can select four different types from the 
dropdown list:

 Store always fast
 Store always reduced
 Store fast on trigger
 Store always reduced and fast on trigger

When you select Store always fast, the data will be stored with the selected Dynamic acquisition rate, 
while the Store always reduced function stores data with the selected Static/reduced rate.

The other two storage functions will be described in the trigger functions section.

Starting the acquisition
You can activate recording three ways:

 Manually, using the STORE and STOP buttons on the screen
 Triggered, by setting any channel(s) to start and stop the recording according to levels
 Start storing automatically
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File details / Data header
When you press the File details button, the following window will appear:

The left section of the window is designed to do the data management. The right section will be used for file 
details. You can enter the file name, comments, ...

To give you more flexibility, the data header window can be designed according to your own requirements. 
You find more information how to change it in the section Designing the data header

Data management
At the top of the window, you see the current standard directory for your data files and all sub folders. 
After the first system setup, the standard path is C:\Programme\Spectrum GmbH\SPviewIT 6.1\Data. Sub 
directories are not available.

Use the  button to change to the upper directory levels:
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or use the  button (change folder) to get the general Windows selection window:

Within the folders list, you can also manage your data. Move the cursor over the desired folder (e.g. Data) 
and press the right mouse button. The window

will appear. It allows you to
 change the folder
 create a new sub directory
 rename a folder (not working with the main directory)
 delete a folder with all data (not working with the main directory)
 set a folder as default

Creating new sub folders

To create new sub folders, just use the methode mentioned above or use the  
button at the bottom of the folders selection list. When you do that, a new sub folder of the selected directory 
will appear.

The standard folder name is New folder x and can be changed at any time. The x in the folder name is used 
for a continous number.

When you use the create folder function several times without selecting a new base folder, you will get each 
time one new sub folder within the sub folder. Example:
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As a standard, any new folder will get a continuous number. When you have desired to create several new 
sub folders from the Data directory, it may look like this:

This is already a very powerful data management function.

File name
After you have selected the file destination in the left section of the window, you can enter the file name. If 
the file already exists, the name will be displayed in red color and a warning message will appear. If you want 
to overwrite the file, keep the file name. When you start storing, a window will appear and ask you if you 
really want to overwrite or change the filename.

Use the  button to get an overview of the already existing files in the selected folder:

The comments field can be used to note any information about the measurement which can be important for 
the analysis or to find data again. It can be a location, user names, sensor types, and many more.

Closing data header window
When all settings are done, leave the window with the OK button or press Cancel to reject all changes.

But there is also another possibility. Press the Show At End button to close the window. Then you can start 
your acquisition and do your measurement. When you stop the acquisition, the window will automatically 
appear again and you can do the final changes for this file, for example changing the comments according to 
your measurement. Be aware that location and file name can’t be changed - you have to define them before 
you start your measurement!
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Manually started data recording
It is as simple as pressing the STORE button on the toolbar or press <F5> on the keyboard.

PRESS  STORE BUTTON TO START THE RECORDING MANUALLY

In the right top part of this screen you will see the currently available space on your hard disk drive. As you 
can see in the example screen, the harddisk is nearly full - better free some hard disk memory before you 
start the acquisition or select another file location.

For high speed data recording please only use local hard disks and no network drives!

If a file already exists of the same name as the one that you are trying to record, the system will warn you 
with this dialog box before recording begins:

FILE OVERWRITE WARNING DIALOG

You can overwrite the existing file, change the name here, or cancel recording altogether. You can also 
select via the checkbox to never see this dialog again, which will mean that if a file already exists of the same 
name, it will simply be overwritten.

Make your choice and then hit OK to begin recording.

The top of the screen will show you the current filename, how large the file is at all times, and other important 
parameters. The STORE button itself changes color and is labeled with PAUSE to indicate that recording is 
ongoing:

RECORDER SCREEN AS RECORDING BEGINS

If data was already shown on the screen it is wiped away and a red vertical line indicates where recording 
began. In addition, the scrolling EVENT box at the top-right of the screen tells us that „Fast storing started at 
[time] [date [etc]“

The PAUSE function gives you the possibility to stop data storage for some time. With the again appearing 
Store button you can continue storing data within the same data file.

To stop recording, click the STOP button or press <F7> on the keyboard.
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Marking your data with events
Conventional chart recorders have event markers, which are used to mark areas of interest in the data for 
later review. 

ABOVE: ICONS FOR KEYBOARD, NOTICE, AND VOICE EVENTS

SPviewIT builds on these capabilities by providing three ways of marking your data:

 Keyboard Events - just press the spacebar or the  icon to mark an area of interest. A thin gray 
vertical line will appear on the data at the location, marked with a  symbol, and a notice is added to 
the scrolling EVENT box. You can also click the icon to enter a Keyboard event.

 Notice Events - press the „n“ key on your keyboard or the  icon and then type some text in. The 
text input dialog box will appear:

 When you press the ENTER key, the text is added to the record at that point. You can also click the 
icon on the screen to enter a notice event. The event is also marked with thin gray vertical line and a  
icon.

The following function is not supported in SPviewIT version 6.0!

 Voice Events - (NOT SUPPORTED IN SPviewIT VERSION 6.0) - If you have a DirectX soundcard 
installed, and it has been set up under the General Setup section of the System menu, you can 
use a mic to make spoken notices to your recorded data. Simply press and hold down the „v“ key on 
your keyboard, or click the mic icon , and then speak into the mic. Release the key when done 
speaking. These voice events can be replayed through your speakers later on, and are a great way 
to add a rich layer of information to your data. This event is marked with the  icon and a thin vertical 
gray line.

SEVERAL KEYBOARD AND NOTICE EVENTS IN AN STORED SIGNAL

Internal markers
Similar to the user created markers, SPviewIT itself knows two marker: the begin of recording (Begin icon) 
and the end of recording (End icon). The begin marker is shown also above.
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Using triggers to start and stop recording
You can trigger from your signals to start and stop recording. From the Setup screen, select Fast on trigger 
or Fast on trigger, slow otherwise. 

WHEN TRIGGER STORAGE IS SELECTED, THE TRIGGER TAB APPEARS NEXT TO THE INPUT SETUP

When you do, a tab will appear labeled Trigger and it will open automatically:

EMPTY TRIGGER SETUP SCREEN

For the moment, the screen looks a bit empty. But that will soon change. Lets have a look what we can set 
for the moment: The Timing setup and the Start trigger setup.

Timing setup
The Timing setup can be used to influence the storage before and after the trigger event. Four settings can 
be used to achieve the desired result:

SELECT DESIRED TIMING FEATURES

 Pre time Pre trigger time, defined in milliseconds. This value defines the 
  storage duration before the trigger event happens. As a standard, 
  this feature is not selected and the storage starts with the trigger 
  event itself.

 Post time Post trigger time, defined in milliseconds. This value defines the 
  storage duration after the trigger event has been finished. As a 
  standard, this feature is not selected and the storage stops 
  immediately after the trigger event is over.
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 Holdoff time  Gives you the possibility to suppress trigger events for a certain time 
   after the last event had happened. This feature is not selected as a 
   standard and will normally used when you have plenty of events or 
   very long storage times.

 Post time extension The post time extension is checked automatically as long as the 
   Post time is not selected. The reason is the internal structure of  
   SPviewIT, which requires a minimum amount of data.

The following example is set to 1 sec Pre, 2 sec Post, 5 sec Holdoff time and no Post time extension:

TRIGGER TIMING EXAMPLE

Start trigger setup
When you select the trigger setup for the first time, there are no trigger conditions defined. Use the ADD 
button to add a new trigger condition or - (minus) to remove it.

ADD NEW TRIGGER CONDITION

When you press the ADD button, a new trigger condition will appear immediately in the list:

NEW TRIGGER CONDITION

As a standard, the trigger condition is set to simple edge trigger with positive edge at the first active analog 
input channel.

Press the Setup button to enter the trigger condition setup. The following setup window appears:

          

TRIGGER CONDITION SETUP WINDOW FOR DATA OR TIME WITH PREVIEW
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The lower area of the window displays the current value; the white lines displayed indicate when the trigger 
condition became true. Choose the trigger condition according to your requirements (please refer to the 
section describing theTrigger conditions) and press the OK button to accept the trigger settings.

To remove a trigger condition simply click on the trigger illustration or the description field to select the 
condition - the selected field becomes darker - and press the - (minus) button.

THE DARK HIGHLIGHTED CONDITION WILL BE REMOVED WHEN PRESSING THE MINUS BUTTON

Trigger conditions
SPviewIT 6 offers several different trigger conditions, which can be combined completly independent. They 
are combined with an AND function. That means all defined trigger conditions, for example in Start trigger, 
have to become true before the trigger becomes active. The following trigger types are currently supported in 
SPviewIT:

 Data trigger - Simple edge
 Data trigger - Filtered edge
 Data trigger - Window
 Data trigger - Pulse-width
 Data trigger - Window and pulse-width
 Time trigger - Relative
 Time trigger - Absolute (time only)

        

EXAMPLES FOR DATA TRIGGER (LEFT) AND TIME TRIGGER (RIGHT)

First of all you have to click on the channel you would like to trigger on in the left part of the window 
(Source). Then select between data and time trigger in the Trigger on section (top-right of the window). 
Below that, you have to select the Trigger mode (for data trigger) or Time format (for time trigger).

When the data trigger is selected, you can also choose between Real data, Averaged data or RMS data for 
your trigger condition.
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Simple edge trigger
The simple edge trigger is the most used trigger condition with data acquisition systems. The trigger event is 
a rising or falling edge, which crosses a defined level.

Trigger on rising edge (positive edge) when signal rises over defined level 
 
 
 
Trigger on falling edge (negative edge) when signal drops below defined level 
 
 
 

Filtered edge trigger
The filtered edge trigger is basically the same as the simple edge trigger, except for the rearming level. This 
level can be used to define a second level, which must be crossed before the trigger condition can become 
true again. This trigger type is mostly used with very noisy signals.

Trigger on rising edge (positive edge) when signal rises over defined level; retriggers only 
when rearm level has been crossed 
 
 
Trigger on falling edge (negative edge) when signal drops below defined level; retriggers 
only when rearm level has been crossed 
 
 

Window trigger
The window trigger works with two independent levels, which build some kind of window. The trigger 
condition can become true when the signal enters or leaves the window.

Trigger when the signal leaves the window 
(signal rises above higher level or falls below lower level) 
 
 
Trigger when the signal enters the window 
(signal falls below higher level or rises above lower level) 
 
 

Pulse-width trigger
The pulse-width trigger checks in addition to the level (like the simple edge trigger) the duration of the event 
and triggers only if the event is longer (or shorter) above the selected level. The pulse-width trigger knows 
four conditions:

Trigger on rising edge (positive edge) when signal rises over defined level and stays above 
this level longer than selected 
 
 
Trigger on rising edge (positive edge) when signal rises over defined level, but falls below 
this level earlier than selected 
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Trigger on falling edge (negative edge) when signal drops below the defined level and 
stays below this level longer than selected 
 
 
Trigger on falling edge (negative edge) when signal drops below the defined level, but rises 
above this level earlier than selected 
 
 

Window and Pulse-width trigger
This trigger condition combines the features of the window and the pulse-width trigger. It is very powerfull, 
but you really have to know what you expect to trigger on.

Trigger when the signal enters the window and stays inside for a longer time than defined 
 
 
 
Trigger when the signal enters the window but leaves before the defined time is over 
 
 
 
Trigger when the signal leaves the window and stays outside for a longer time than defined 
 
 
 
Trigger when the signal leaves the window but returns before the defined time is over

 
 
 

Stop trigger setup
The Stop trigger setup works in exactly the same way than the Start trigger setup. The only difference is 
that this section defines when the storage should be stopped. Use the Post time feature from the Timing 
setup to prolong the storage time if required.

Don’t store setup
The Don’t store setup works in exactly the same way than the Start trigger setup. This function can be 
used to suppress data storage for the defined condition. For example a machine is producing a certain part 
and you measure the pressure. The system should trigger when the pressure grows above a certain limit. 
But you only want to store the data if there is really a part in the machine. Then you can connect a signal to 
another channel which reports if the unit is present or not and use this result as a don’t store function.

Trigger control elements
To activate the selected trigger conditions, just switch into an online display (scope, recorder, ...) and press 
the Arm button or <F5> on the keyboard. As soon as the trigger condition appears on the input, the data will 
be stored into file.

TRIGGER CONTROL ELEMENTS
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If you want to force a trigger event even when it isn't available, press the Trig button or <F6> on the 
keyboard.

If several trigger events appear, all of them will be stored into the same file. SPviewIT offers a special 
analysis feature in the ANALYZE mode for an easy data analysis (see relating chapter).

To deactivate the storage trigger functions, just press the STOP button, the <F7> key on the keyboard or 
deactivate the trigger functions deselecting the checkboxes in the SETUP menu.

Start storage automatically
If the Start storage automatically checkbox in the Setup display is selected, the data storage will be 
automatically started as soon as you change to any online display (scope, recorder, ...). To stop the storage, 
just press the STOP button or <F7> on the keyboard. This function is independent from the storing type (fast, 
reduced, triggered, ...).

This function can be used together with the autoload function of SPviewIT for highest automation.

Capturing multiple files automatically
Multifile
The Setup screen has a checkbox called Create a multifile. If you check it, then SPviewIT will take your 
base filename, like „Data,“ and just add an underscore and three digits to it, each time you start storing.

CHECK CREATE MULTIFILE FOR MULTIFILE STORAGE

Now the Setup button appears. Press it to change the default multifile settings.

MULTIFILE SETTINGS

The multifile name can have different formats. First you have to enter the main file name (Start field). Then 
you can check the date of storing and/or time of storing and select the desired date and time format out of 
the dropdown list. If you check also multifile (automatic increment), the time of storing will be disabled.

Above the OK / Cancel buttons you see an example how the file name may look like. If the settings are 
done, confirm using the OK button. Cancel will discard changes.

CAUTION: The multifile storage is independent from the storage of triggered data. Even if the multifile 
function is enabled, all trigger events are stored into the same file unless you don’t press the STOP button 
and the START  / ARM button again This will change the file name to the next file number.
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Create new file automatically after ...
When the Create a multifile box is checked, the Setup screen has an additional checkbox called Make a 
new file after. If you check it, you can enter a value and the unit. Please select between filesize values like 
MB (Megabytes) and time related values like h (hours), min (minutes), sec (seconds) and trigger events.

CREATE NEW FILE AFTER 2000 MB

This feature can be usefull under certain conditions:

 If you plan to burn your files on CD-R or CD-RW after your measurement, you should set up the size 
for a new file to create to approx. 650 - 700 MB

 If you plan to burn your files on DVD-R or DVD-RW after your measurement, you should set up the 
size for a new file to create to approx. 4700 MB

 If you have purchased a remote license and you want several co-workers to analyze a huge amount of 
recorded data after the acquisition in parallel, you also should split up the recording to multiple files, so 
that different people can only one part of the total measurement data.

 If you plan to distibute your recorded data via a LAN or want to transfer it to a file server after the 
measurement it can also be usefull not to transfer one huge, but multiple smaller files.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Although SPviewIT is running only on Windows 2000 or Windows XP, which   
   both support NTFS file system, some users still work with FAT32 drives to ensure  
   compatibility to older Windows versions.  
 
FAT32 formatted drives are limited to a file size of 2 GByte !!! So if you still use a FAT32 formatted drive to 
store your acquisition data, make sure that you do not exceed the 2 GByte limit either by doing only short 
time measurements or by setting up the multifile option accordingly. 
 
We at Spectrum strongly recommend the usa of a NTFS formatted hard disk to store your acqusition data.

Stop recording after ...
When the Create a multifile box is not checked, the Setup screen has an additional checkbox called Stop 
storing after. If you check it, you can enter a value and the unit. Please select between filesize values like 
MB (Megabytes) and time related values like h (hours), min (minutes), sec (seconds) and trigger events.

STOP STORING AFTER 2000 MB

IMPORTANT NOTE: Although SPviewIT is running only on Windows 2000 or Windows XP, which   
   both support NTFS file system, some users still work with FAT32 drives to ensure  
   compatibility to older Windows versions.  
 
FAT32 formatted drives are limited to a file size of 2 GByte !!! So if you still use a FAT32 formatted drive 
to store your acquisition data, make sure that you do not exceed the 2 GByte limit either by doing a short 
time measurements or by setting up the automatic stop function accordingly. 
 
We at Spectrum strongly recommend the usa of a NTFS formatted hard disk to store your acqusition data.
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Designing the data header (global header)
The data header (also called global header) can be adapted according to your requirements. To enter the 
edit mode, select Global header design from the Data menu.

OPEN THE GLOBAL HEADER DESIGN WINDOW

The data header design window has several tools, which will be described below.

GLOBAL HEADER DESIGN WINDOW

The icon bar at the top of the window allows you to change the right section of the window. We will now 
check icon by icon the functions. They can be used to create, delete or move fields. The currently selected 
field will have a red box around.

EDIT ICONS AT THE TOP OF THE WINDOW
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Info field

The Info button adds a new line in the right section of the window.

Just click in the new line and enter the desired text, for example ‘File header information’.

Position up/down

   With the both buttons up and down, you can now change the position of the info field 
created above. For example, we want to move it to the top of the window, press the up button twice.

NEW INFO FIELD ‘FILE HEADER INFORMATION’ MOVED TO THE TOP OF THE WINDOW

You can change the position of fields at any time. Just select it (the red box will appear) and move it up or 
down.

Delete field

 To remove unused or unrequired fields, select the field and press the Delete icon. The only field 
you can’t delete is the file name entry field.

Input field

 The input field can be used for any single line values or comments. You can use it for example for 
user or location information, ...

Let us create a new field and rename it to ‘Location’. To rename the field, just click on the name and 
overwrite it.

SINGLE LINE INPUT FIELD LABELED ‘LOCATION’
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Selection field

 The selection field is very useful when you have to use the same ‘value’ very often. This can be for 
example a list of user names or also a list of departments within your company.

Let’s create a selection field and label it ‘User’ (click on ‘Section’ and overwrite it).

‘USER’ SELECTION FILED

Now you have to define the content of your list. To do that, press the  button on the right side.

VALUE ENTRIE WINDOW

Enter the desired names in the New Item field and press the Add Item button. The name will appear in the 
list on the left side, in our example labeled User. Enter as many names as required.

To remove a name, just select it from the list on the left side and press the Remove Item button.

When all names are entered, press the OK button or press Cancel to reject all entries. The result of upper 
entries is the following drop down list in the global header window.

DROP DOWN SELECTION FIELD FOR USER NAMES
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Memo field

 The memo field can be used to enter any comment in more than one line. This field is very helpful 
for any measurement remarks, for example connected sensors (serial numbers) or measurement conditions 
(‘dry weather’, ‘all machines powered down’, ...).

To create a comment field, just press the memo field button.

COMMENT FIELD WITH 5 VISIBLE LINES

On the right side of the memo field, you can select the number of visible lines in the field. This is no 
limitation in the number or characters, just a limitation of place on the display. As a standard, 5 lines are 
selected.

This is all you have to know about the right section of the global header design. Now we want to have a 
deeper look on the left side.

Ask for header
The header window can appear in two different times:

 on start of the measurement
 at the end of the measurement

Just select your prefered setting at the left bottom of the window.

Define directory levels
As we have already seen in the section about data management, the global header can be used to create 
folders easily. To adapt the structure to your requirements, you can use the Define directory levels button. 
When you press it, the following window appears:

Enter the desired names and press the Add Item button.

It is also possible to add icons to find your data easier - but not necessary. The icons have to be bitmap files 
(.BMP) with 16 x 16 pixel size. Just press the Change button in the icon section and search for a matching 
file.

In our example, we enter the three levels production hall, maschine and production lot with matching icons.
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If you select one of the values, the Add Item button will change to Edit Item. To remove a value select it and 
press the Remove Item button.

To accept the entries press the OK button or Cancel to leave without changes.

End global header design
We have done a lot of changes in the global header design. The window should look similar to the following 
image:

To accept all changes, just press the OK button.
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How to work with the folder levels
Now back in the Setup menu, press the File details botton to go back to our new header window.

You will see now that the button at the bottom of the folders list has now changed from 

 to . This will now automatically create a new folder called 
‘Production hall1’. If you have done that, the name will change to ‘New Maschine’ and in the Production hall1 
folder, a ‘Machine1’ folder will appear.

The currently available folder can be also selected when you press the right mouse botton.

This is a very simple way to create complex folder structures in no time. In our example, the structure can 
look like that:

As you can see, our selected icons have been used. This helps to keep the overview.
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Using the Analyze mode to review data
Once data has been acquired, there are a number of things that you can do with it. But you must leave the 
MEASURE mode of SPviewIT and enter the ANALYZE mode. This is done using the buttons near the top-
left corner of the screen.

ANALYSE MODE CHECKED

Loading a data file
If you have just captured some data, and you press ANALYZE, SPviewIT will automatically load the recent 
data file. Otherwise, it will present you a selection window where you can choose any data file to load:

LOADING A DATA FILE

The window shown above offers a lot of information about the existing files and the currently selected file.

The upper left section shows the folders structure. In this area, you can select where the data file should be 
loaded from.
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In the upper right section, you can select the file which should be loaded for analysis. It provides you also 
with plenty of information about all files available in the selected folder.

FILE SELECTION TABLE

 Name   Name of the file
 Size   Size of the file in kB (= 1024 Bytes)
 Start store time  Date and time when the file has been modified
 Version  The version of SPviewIT used to acquire the data file
 S. Rate  The used sampling rate
 Channels  Number of active channels
 Store mode  One of the four storage modes: always fast, always reduced, fast 
   on trigger or fast on trigger, slow otherwise

SPviewIT 6 is not able to analyze data from old versions below 6.0.

The bottom of the window displays the Settings, Events and Data header of the selected file. As a 
standard, Settings is selected. This part shows now more detailed information about the selected file.

FILE SETTINGS INFORMATION TABLE

 Ch No.   Channel number and color of the channel
 Name   Channel name (with a double-click you can change the color)
 Amplifier  Type, input range and filter range of the amplifier 
   For newer amplifiers also the serial number is mentioned

 Scale (k)  Scaling factor k (y = kx + n)
 Offset (n)  Scaling offset n (y = kx + n)
 Range (from..to) Scaled input range (min. to max. value)
 Min   Minimum value within the whole file for the channel
 Max   Maximum value within the whole file for the channel
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When you change to Events, all happened events will be displayed. Events are start and stop of 
measurements, keyboard events, notice events and also voice events.

FILE EVENTS TABLE

The Data header finally displays all the information you have entered in the data header window at the 
beginning (or the end) of a measurement. The exact content depends also on the fields you may have 
changed in the global header design.

FILE HEADER INFORMATION (FROM ANOTHER FILE)

Select any data file in the file list and double click on the entry to open the file in the prefered instrument or 
select the desired display, for example the recorder or the FFT.

All of the channel scaling, name, and units info that were in effect at the time of recording are restored so 
that your data can be properly interpreted, and the Recorder display screen will be shown. You can use all 
of the features available in the MEASURE mode to add/delete graphs and inputs from each graph, change 
the T-axis and Y-axis scales, and more. We will not repeat all of the possibilities here, except of special 
functions, which are not available in the online part.

To load any existing data file, you can also select Load Data File from the Data menu (requires that you be 
in the ANALYZE mode).
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Common elements in Analyze mode
As soon as you have reloaded the measurement file in Analyze mode, the data will be displayed. 
Independend from the choosen instrument type, there are several elements which are the same for all 
instruments. Let’s take as an example the Overview screen:

DATA ANALYSIS IN OVERVIEW SCREEN

The interesting area for us is now the top area of the screen. You will see several elements which are not 
available in the Measure mode. Let us go into detail now.
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Signal overview
The top of the screen is a small bar with one channel as an overview of the whole measurement.

OVERVIEW BAR

Click on the overview bar to select it. Now you can change the displayed channel - as a standard it is the first 
acquired channel. To do that simply click on the name of the channel as we have already done before in the 
Measure mode.

SELECT A CHANNEL FOR THE OVERVIEW BAR

Whatever is displayed in the instruments below, the overview bar will always show you the whole signal. For 
example you have selected just a small time area in the recorder within the whole signal, you get this area 
marked in the overview bar.

CURRENT TIME SELECTION IN RECORDER, FFT, OVERVIEW, ..., IS MARKED WITH A WHITE BOX

But you can even do more with the overview bar. When you click on the Time selector icon on the right side 
of the overview bar, the following window will pop-up:

TIME SELECTION WINDOW

Now you can enter the Shown time and the exact Start show time position within the file. The result 
depends on the used screen: the single value elements like digital or analog meter, bargraph, ... will show 
the current values the beginning of the selected time window, multiple value elements like the recorder, 
scope, FFT, ... will display the signal only within the selected time window (= like a zoom function).

CURRENT TIME SELECTION IS MARKED WITH A WHITE BOX

You can move the selection window in three ways: enter a new start time in the Start show time window, click 
on the selection window and move it by mouse or simply use the cursor keys (this will move the selection 
window each time by the half size of the window itself).

The reason for displaying the values from the beginning of the time window in single value elements is 
simple: there is also a cursor available within the overview bar and as a standard it is located at the left side 
of the selected time window. If you look carefully at this area, you will see a yellow vertical line. Instead of 
entering a start shown time in the time selector window (which defines the cursor position), you can also click 
on the line and move it by mouse.

MOVE CURSOR THROUGH THE OVERVIEW BAR
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Replay data
In any instrument it is possible to replay the data in real-time, faster or slower. Therefore SPviewIT offers 
special control buttons, which you can find at the top right part of the window.

REPLAY CONTROL BUTTONS

Whith these four buttons you can control the replay process:
 Start / stop the replay
 Define channel for sound output
 Change the replay mode
 Change the replay speed
 Change replay direction

It is not possible to use SPviewIT to replay the previously recorded data with an analog output board like 
e.g. the 60xx/61xx series. Replaying is ment here as reviewing the data continously !

Start / stop replay
To start the replay simply press the play button. SPviewIT will immediately start to move through the acquired 
data: the digital or analog meters, bargraphs, ... will change their value continuously, in recorders or scopes 
you will see the cursor moving to indicate the current position within the file.

REPLAYING DATA

Sound output
You can select analog input channels for output to sound card. Simply click on the speaker icon and select 
the channel from the appearing list. Or select None to deactivate this feature.

SELECT CHANNEL FOR SOUND OUTPUT FROM LIST OR NONE TO DEACTIVATE
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Replay mode
You can select between three different replay modes (use the second button from left to change it):

 Replays data once from the beginning to the end 
 of the file or the selected time window.

 Replays data continuously from the beginning 
 to the end of the file or the selected time window.

 Replays data once from the beginning of the selected 
 time window to the end, then it continues to replay by 
 moving the selected window until the end of the file 
 is reached.

The replay mode can be changed also during a running replay process.

Replay speed
Use the arrow buttons to change the replay speed between 1/2000x, 1/1000x, 1/500x, 1/200x, 1/100x, 1/50x, 
1/20x, 1/8x, 1/4x, 1/2x, 1x, 2x, 4x or 8x real time. The replay speed can be changed also during a running 
replay process.

Replay direction
Change between forward and rewind, also during running replay.

Arranging instruments, (re-)assigning channels
In Analyze mode, you can still assign / reassign channels to the display instruments, create new or delete 
unrequired instruments. Use it in the same way than we have already discussed for the Measure mode.

Events
You can also see all your events - keyboard, notice, and voice types - on the event list at the top right, 
directly below the replay control buttons.

Select any event either by clicking on its white or gray vertical line on any recorder graph, or by scrolling 
through the EVENT selector at the top right of the screen. This is a scrolling list that shows when data 
recording began - indicated by a vertical RED line on the graph with a B (beginning) at the top, and each 
type of event, listed in chronological order, and marked with the exact time that they occurred. The end of 
the recording is also marked with a vertical RED line and an E (end) at the top. If you click on a voice event, 
it will replay using the speakers in your computer (assuming that you have this DirectX sound recording/
replay capability). If you click on any notice event, it will show in the EVENT section, and just by hovering the 
mouse over the gray vertical line, the text that you typed in at the time of recording. Keyboard events show 
the exact time that they occurred.
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Signal analysis
In addition to the online visualisation, the analyze mode offers several functions to have a more detailed look 
on the recorded data.

Measurement cursors
The normal (horizontal) recorder and the vertical recorder offer two measurement cursors for the active 
graph, which can be positioned in two ways:

 Move mouse cursor to the first position of interest. Click and hold left mouse botton and move to the 
second position of interest.

 Drag the first cursor from left side of the graph to the position of interest and the second cursor from 
the right side of the graph.

It’s no matter in which recorder you use the cursor; it will be automatically moved in all displayed recorders 
and vertical recorders simultaneously. On the left part of the display, the readout values of the currently 
selected graph will be displayed. To show values from another graph, simply click on it and the values will 
change. As there is only one timebase available, the cursor position is the same for all displayed graphs.

EXAMPLE: CURSOR READOUT OF THE FIRST GRAPH
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Zoom
After loading the data, you will always see the signal over the complete storage time. But you can also see 
details. Just use the both measurement cursors as discribed above to select an area of interest. Moving the 
mouse between these two measurement cursors - it will change the appearance immediately:

CLICK AND DRAG CURSORS TO ZOOM AREA

Then simply do a left mouse click to zoom into the selected area. You will see now more details:

ZOOM INTO SELECTED AREA

You can do that several times to see the information of real interest. To undo the zoom just use the right 
mouse button and you will zoom out step by step.

KEEP THE WHOLE SIGNAL IN YOUR EYES WITH THE SIGNAL OVERVIEW BAR

The signal overview bar at the top of the recorder display shows always the current position within the signal. 
You can also click on the marked area and move the marker - this will also move the displayed signal.

Events
As mentioned before, all events are displayed in the recorder. But what happens if you want to add an 
event? No problem. Just click on the notice icon or press the shortcut key, for example n for a notice 
event, and the following window will pop up:

ENTER A NEW NOTICE EVENT

Press OK to accept the new event.

Enter as many events as you need.
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After all your new events are defined, select Store settings and events from the Data menu. All events will 
now be stored into the already open data file.

Click again on the Analyze button and have a look on the file explorer: It shows now not any more older 
software versions for this file, it has changed to the current version. So we also did a file version update!

When you select the Events, you see the entries for all old and new events.

Analyse data in other displays
SPviewIT offers the possibility to analyse acquired data also in any display: Just reload the data and change 
to FFT or any other display and you can do the same analysis known from the online measurements.
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Reload triggered data files
The reload of multiple trigger events within one file shows a different display on-screen.

THE RECORDER SHOWS ALL TRIGGER EVENTS AT THE SAME TIME

To display each event separatly, just press the Trigger mode button and use the  arrows to move 
forward and backward between the events.

USE THE ARROW BUTTONS TO NAVIGATE BETWEEN THE EVENTS - 
THE OVERVIEW BAR SHOWS THE CURRENT POSITION WITHIN THE SIGNAL
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Printout
In the Analyze mode, the SPviewIT offers a printing function. It is working with any instrument (Overview, 
Recorder, Scope, ...) and also with the setup. To do a printout, just select one instrument, change the 
appearance as desired and press the PRINT button. The following screen will appear:

PRINTOUT DISPLAY

Select between Portrait and Landscape format and enter a comment, then press the Print button below. 
This will open the printer configuration window, where you may define your printer settings and start the 
printing job.

TYPICAL RECORDER AND SETUP PRINTOUTS IN LANDSCAPE FORMAT
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SPviewIT uses the complete Windows® printer support. As a standard, SPviewIT will suggest to use your 
default printer, but you can select between all available printers - even network printer - and use also the 
printer spooler.

After starting the printout, you can start immediately continue working with SPviewIT, even if the printer is still 
running.

To leave the printout window simply click on any other instrument to change directly, for example the 
recorder.
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Exporting your data
Here is the fundamental purpose for the ANALYZE mode - to export data for off-line analysis using other 
software. A software that is used quite often is FlexPro, a third-party application that is easy to learn and use, 
and yet somehow powerful. Although we neither sell or answer support questions relating FlexPro, we do 
offer easy export to this format, and advanced automation when data is exported to this program, including 
the ability to run custom macro „scripts“ inside FlexPro. More about FlexPro in the next section. 

How to export
To export your data, press the Export screen button, which is visible only when you are in the ANALYZE 
mode, along the top of the screen or select Export from the Data menu:

ANALYZE MODE SELECTED

Once you press Export, the following screen will appear, ready to export data directly into FlexPro:

EXPORT DISPLAY WITH STANDARD FLEXPRO ANALYSIS TEMPLATES

Now select from the list of available scripts and press the Export data button - that's all! Please learn more 
about the other SPviewIT export features on the next pages.

The available scripts depend on the SPviewIT version and may change.
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Export formats
SPviewIT currently support the following data export:

 FlexPro  direct data transfer via ActiveX
 Microsoft Excel  direct data transfer via ActiveX
 File Export  several file formats, see below
 Clipboard  copy data to Windows Clipboard, allows pasting into another 
   running application

If you press the File Export button, following display appears:

EXPORT SCREEN - FILE EXPORT

The supportet data file formats are:
 FlexPro    *.fpd Powerful, easy-to-use data analysis software
 Microsoft Excel   *.xls Standard spreadsheet software in most companies
 DIAdem   *.dat Powerful data analysis software package
 MATLAB   *.mat Common analysis and mathematics software
 Universal file format 58  *.unv 3-D modeling and modal analysis software
 FAMOS   *.dat FAMOS analysis software
 NSoft time series  *.dac NSoft file format
 Text File   *.txt Delimited ASCII text file
 Sony    *.log Sony DAT recorder data format
 RPCIII    *.rsp RPC III data format
 Comtrade   *.cfg Comtrade data format

If you click on either FlexPro or MS Excel, you will see that a list of preformatted scripts appears in the 
center of the screen. You can select any one of them and then click the Export Data button below the format 
icons to perform the exporting.
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„Hot Scripts“ to FlexPro and Excel
Please note that FlexPro and Excel export REQUIRE that these applications be installed properly already 
on YOUR COMPUTER. Otherwise the exporting will fail.

To export to a transportable file which can be moved to another computer running FlexPro, Excel, or your 
favorite analysis software, use the Text File button and make a delimited ASCII text file.

Experienced FlexPro and Excel users can examine the preformatted scripts and macros that are loaded in 
the C:\Programme\Spectrum GmbH\SPviewIT 6.1\Scripts subdirectory, and learn how to create their own 
scripts for export.

The concept is a nice one: once the script is created, just load any data file and run the script. What happens 
next is a big time-saver: SPviewIT runs the script, automatically starting the other application (you will see a 
notice on the screen that it is starting the other application, and there will be a slight delay as it does so and 
establishes communication), creates the dataset and runs the script. Let‘s say that you have a script that 
takes four incoming signals, runs 3rd octave analysis on them, creates a polished looking report, complete 
with your company‘s title bar and logo, automatically puts in the data and other variables from the data file, 
and formats it for your color printer. After you click the Export button and this process runs, you will see your 
final report on the screen, and just need to click print to complete your report! This is the power of „hot script“ 
ActiveX data exporting from SPviewIT to either FlexPro or Excel.

TYPICAL FLEXPRO SCREEN
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TYPICAL EXCEL SCREEN

Note: Our Excel export function knows about Excel‘s built-in limitation of 65536 rows per worksheet. If your 
data is longer than that, it simply creates multiple-worksheets within the workbook that it creates! It also 
makes a simple chart with the first several thousand data points for each input channel shown. You can use 
all of Excel‘s built-in tools to change the chart format and make additional calculations and graphical outputs.

The other file formats just prompt you for a filename, which you supply using a standard Windows file dialog 
box. Click OK and the software will do the rest. Be sure to supply the proper filename extension.
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Creating and changing FlexPro scripts
You can easily create your own scripts in FlexPro or edit the existing ones. Just press the New button to 
create a new one or Edit to change an existing script. To delete an existing script simply select it and press 
the Delete button.

When you press the New button, you have to enter a name and a comment for the new script.

When you confirm your entries, FlexPro will automatically start with a default template. Enter the Window 
menu and select the FlexPro Explorer window.

The FlexPro Explorer window allows you to create your script. Please refer to the original FlexPro 
documentation for more details. We just want to show you a simple script, which should be a first help.

1. SELECT INSERT - STATISTICS - MAXIMUM

2. SELECT THE DESIRED SIGNAL

3. REPEAT STEP 1 AND 2 WITH 
STATISTICS - MINIMUM AND 

STATISTICS - RMS
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5. ENTER THE TEXT ‘MAXIMUM - MINIMUM’ 
AND CLOSE THE FORMULA WINDOW

7. SELECT THE SIGNALS MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, RMS 
AND PEAKPEAK FROM THE FLEXPRO EXPLORER AND 

SELECT INSERT - TABLE

4. SELECT INSERT - FORMULA

6. SELECT THE FORMULA WITH THE 
RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON AND SELECT 
RENAME FROM THE LIST. RENAME 

THE FORMULA TO PEAKPEAK

8. SELECT WINDOW - TILE HORIZONTALLY

9. CLICK ON A SIGNAL AND MOVE IT ON THE REPORT - A CHART 
WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY CREATED
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10. MOVE ALSO THE TABLE ON THE REPORT - YOUR FIRST SCRIPT IS FINISHED

After your script has been defined, the most important procedure follows: Delete all data and the data 
folders.

Defragment the FlexPro database and confirm to delete the undo information.

Save the database and exit FlexPro.
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SPviewIT will now display the new script in the FlexPro scripts list:

Let’s try it out: Change to the recorder, select a file and an area you want to display, go back to the export 
and select our new export script.
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Export multiple files at once
If you want to export several files at once, there is a nice function available. Press the Analyze button to enter 
the file explorer. Select all files you want to export.

SELECT ALL FILES TO EXPORT FROM THE FILE LIST

How can I mark several files? There are two possibilities:

 To mark several files which border on each other, keep the SHIFT button pressed during selection.

 To mark several files picked out of the list, keep the CONTROL button pressed during selection.

After all files to export are marked, select Multifile export from the Data menu.

The Export multifile window allows you to enter the export format, the device and the directory. The file 
names keep the same.

SELECT EXPORT FORMAT AND DESTINATION

Press the Export button to start the export process or Cancel to leave without exporting the files.

Export summary
Data Export is easy, fast, and dynamic with SPviewIT, supporting a wide variety of popular formats, including 
the delimited ASCII text formats which makes highly transportable data files that can be imported into 
virtually any analysis program on the market today.
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Support information
We hope that you gained useful insight into SPviewIT, both from the software itself and from this manual. But 
we are here to help you, should you require some assistance. 

If you have purchased SPviewIT, we thank you for your business. If you are evaluating it, we thank you for 
your attention, and would love to hear from you and learn about your experience with it. Is there some way 
we can make it better for your application?

It is our intention to continue developing it and making it more useful and powerful, without sacrificing speed 
or ease of use. Our development efforts are driven almost entirely by requests from customers like you, so 
your comments, suggestions, and ideas are always welcome, and will be heard! Please contact us:

Worldwide headquarter:

Spectrum GmbH 
Ahrensfelder Weg 13-17 
D-22927 Grosshansdorf 
GERMANY

Phone: +49(0)4102-6956-0 
Fax: +49(0)4102-6956-66

Email: support@spectrum-instrumentation.com 
Website: www.spectrum-instrumentation.com 
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Appendices Appendix A: Shortcuts

Appendix A: SPviewIT Shortcuts
Mode selection (only with English language selected)

 <ALT>+<M>   Measure mode
 <ALT>+<A>   Analyze mode

Display screen selection
 <F2>    Switch to Setup screen (only possible in Analyze Mode, not in   
    Measure Mode)

 <F3> or <SHIFT> + <F1> Switch to Overview screen
 <SHIFT> + <F2>  Switch to Scope screen
 <SHIFT> + <F3>  Switch to Recorder screen
 <SHIFT> + <F4>  Switch to Vertical recorder screen
 <SHIFT> + <F5>  Switch to FFT screen

Display functions
 <CTRL> + <F>   Toogle between full screen display and standard display

Only available if more displays than one are activated for the same instrument
 <SHIFT> + <1>  Switch to 1st display (if more displays are activated for 
    the same instrument)

 <SHIFT> + <2>  Switch to 2nd display
 <SHIFT> + <...>  Switch to ... display (... has to be a numeric key between 1 and 9)

The display switching is only possible with the normal numeric keys, not with the seperated numeric block!

Display design mode
 <DELETE>   Delete selected instrument
 <LEFT>, <RIGHT>  Move selected instrument by one pixel to left or right 
    Press cursor together with <SHIFT> to increase moving distance

 <UP>, <DOWN>  Move selected instrument by one pixel up or down 
    Press cursor together with <SHIFT> to increase moving distance

Storage functions
 <F5>    Start recording data (continuous recording) or 
    Arm trigger (triggered recording)

 <F6>    Manual trigger release
 <F7>    Stop recording data (both continuous and triggered recording)

Marker functions in the recorder
 <SPACE>   Keyboard event marker
 <N>    Notice event marker
 <V>    Voice event marker
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Appendix B: Basics of A/D conversion

A/D conversion: discrete measurement
In the measurement world of analog recorders and analog oscilloscopes, we had the chance to see at any 
time any amplitude value. The digital has limitations, the measured signal from an A/D converter is always 
discrete in both time and amplitude. This is caused by the used conversion technology, the system speed 
and also the limited storage capabilities.

But the digital world is coming more and more common, so we have to know some backgrounds about the 
functionality of A/D converters. Understanding the technology helps to achieve best measurement results 
and saving time and money at the same time.

There are three important elements in the digital measurement world:
 time resolution (= sampling rate)
 amplitude resolution (= number of bits of the converter)
 accuracy

Sampling rate
Selecting the correct sampling rate is very important to obtain good measurement results. When the 
sampling rate is too high, you will see a perfect signal, but you will also receive plenty of unnecessary data 
- waste of harddisk memory.

A sampling rate below the signal frequency will save harddisk memory - but delivers an unuseful result: The 
displayed signal looks interesting, but is completly wrong (= aliasing effect).

The following example should show you the relation between signal frequency and sampling rate. The 
example shows always a 10 Hz sinewave with ±4 V amplitude. We will decrease the sampling rate from too 
high until too low.

  10 Hz sinewave, 1000 samples/sec => 100 sampling points per periode show a wonderful 
precise sinewave signal - but requires plenty of harddisk memory

s
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 10 Hz sinewave, 100 samples/sec => 10 sampling points per periode deliver a quite useful 
sinewave with moderate memory requirements

 10 Hz sinewave, 40 samples/sec => 4 sampling points per periode deliver no sinewave 
signal any more. The amplitude information will get completly lost, because you may sample at any 
time, but not at the maximum. Even the time and frequency analysis can be a problem, depending on 
the sampling time.

 10 Hz sinewave, 10 samples/sec => 1 sampling point per periode show a flat line, 
independent from the sampling time.
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 10 Hz sinewave, 3 samples/sec => 0.33 sampling points per periode delivers an 
interesting result: there seems to be a signal, but the frequency is much below the 10 Hz. This is a 
typical aliasing effect.

All the examples are idealized and won’t appear that extrem in the reallity. But they can give you an idea 
how signal frequency and sampling rate corresponds. For the reality, we would recommend a sampling rate 
which is about 5 to 20 times higher than the highest expected signal frequency - this varies from application 
to application.

Amplitude resolution
Up to now, we just worried about the time resolution of our signal. But the amplitude resolution is also 
important. It is given by the number of bits of the A/D converter and gives the smallest difference between 
two values of an input signal. The most common values are 8, 12, 16 or even 24 bits. The following table 
shows the relation between bit resolution and input range resolution:

You can easily calculate the resolution by yourself. First calculate the number of discrete steps: 

Then divide your input range by the number of discrete steps:

Or calculate directly:

The more bits, the higher the resolution. A high amplitude resolution is very important for enhanced 
mathematics, like FFT analysis. The higher the resolution, the better is the dynamic range - and the higher 
the costs!

s
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75

10 Hz signal @ 3 samples/sec

5,0

2,5

0,0

-2,5

-5,0

8 256 0,007812500 V 7,8 mV 0,039062500 V 39,1 mV 0,078125000 V 78,1 mV
12 4096 0,000488281 V 0,488 mV 0,002441406 V 2,441 mV 0,004882813 V 4,883 mV
14 16384 0,000122070 V 0,122 mV 0,000610352 V 0,610 mV 0,001220703 V 1,221 mV
16 65536 0,000030518 V 0,031 mV 0,000152588 V 0,153 mV 0,000305176 V 0,305 mV
24 16777216 0,000000119 V 0,119 µV 0,000000596 V 0,596 µV 0,000001192 V 1,192 µV

±10 V input range
Minimum resolution forNumber

of bits
Discrete

steps ±1 V input range ±5 V input range

bitsofNumber2stepsDiscrete 

stepsDiscrete
rangeInputresolutionInput 

bitsofNumber2
rangeInputresolutionInput 
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But high resolution has also other disadvantages: To get a stable signal, the A/D converter requires more 
time. The higher the resolution, the more time is required for the conversion:

The table above shows the conversion time for typical A/D boards in single channel mode. Using standard 
A/D boards you can do continuous measurements, streaming your data to harddisk, like you have done that 
before with analog recorders.

The special A/D boards are normally transient recorder boards with their own fast acquisition memory 
on-board. They are working ‘block oriented’, which means you can’t do a continuous measurement. The 
technology is the same which is used in modern digital storage oscilloscopes.

When we compare now the same input signal sampled with 8, 12 and 16 bits, the signal will look like that:

With three A/D boards (8, 12 and 16 bit resolution) set to 1 kS/s, we have acquired 512 ms of a signal, which 
is continuously growing with 1000 per second (ideal signal without units). While the 16 bit board has an own 
discrete amplitude value for each sampling point, the 12 bit board always shows discrete amplitude steps of 
16. And the 8 bit shows the steps each 256.

The following three graphs show the amplitude resolution more detailed:

8 256 - - 2 ns 500 MS/s
12 4096 0.8 us 1.25 MS/s 10 ns 100 MS/s
14 16384 1,25 us 800 kS/s - -
16 65536 3 us 333 kS/s 1 us 1 MS/s
24 16777216 0.17 s 6 Hz - -

with special A/D boards
Minimum sampling time per channelNumber

of bits
Discrete

steps using standard A/D boards
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SIGNAL WITH 8-BIT RESOLUTION

SIGNAL WITH 12-BIT RESOLUTION: 
16 TIMES HIGHER RESOLUTION THAN THE 8 BIT

SIGNAL WITH 16-BIT RESOLUTION: 
16 TIMES HIGHER RESOLUTION THAN 12 BIT, 

256 TIMES HIGHER THAN 8 BIT
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Accuracy
Most users mix up amplitude resolution and accuracy, but there is a big difference.

 The amplitude resolution is given by the number of bits of the  A/D converter and is the smallest 
difference between two values the system can display (as mentioned above).

 The accuracy declares the difference in percent between the nominal and the real value of the 
measurement system.

Each part of a measurement system has it’s own accuracy: the A/D board, the amplifiers, the sensors. Even 
the cables may have an influence to the system accuracy.

All these accuracies are not really interesting for the instrument user. It’s just important to know the system 
accuracy - the sum of all parts. So it is very easy to calculate the accuracy: connect a well known and high 
precise signal to the measurement system and have a look on the result. The difference is the error, which 
can be removed by doing a system calibration directly in SPviewIT.

There are two different ways to mentioned the accuracy.
 Accuracy, related to the input range
 Accuracy, related to the input signal

Input range related accuracy
The most common way is to mention the accuracy related to the input range. This way is also used for 
Spectrum systems. The formula is simple:

Three examples for a 10 V input range:

In all three cases, the error is the same, because the absolute fault of 0.005 V in relation to the 10 V input 
range is always the same.

Input signal related accuracy
Sometimes the accuracy is related to the input signal. The formula is similar to the range related formula:

The same three examples, again with 10 V input range, but related to the input signal:

  100x
signalinputExpected

signalinputExpected-signalInput%Accuracy 

  100x
rangeinputscaleFull

signalinputExpected-signalInput%Accuracy 

%0,05100x
V10

V0,005100x
V10

V9,5-V9,505Accuracy 

%0,05100x
V10

V0,005100x
V10

V4,5-V4,505Accuracy 

%0,05100x
V10

V0,005100x
V10

V0,5-V0,505Accuracy 
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%0,053100x
V9,5

V0,005100x
V9,5

V9,5-V9,505Accuracy 

%0,11100x
V4,5
V0,005100x

V4,5
V4,5-V4,505Accuracy 

As the input range is not used in the formula, the input range itself has no influence to the accuracy. The 
absolute fault is still 0.005 V, but the lower input signal, the worse the accuracy in percent!

Resolution and accuracy
The amplitude resolution has to be higher than the accuracy of the system. As a standard, it should be 5 to 
10 times higher to compensate the bit noise of the A/D converter and other faults - this is very important to 
get reproduceable results. The following table shows the required accuracy for the different A/D converter 
resolutions:

As the system accuracy is normally in ranges between 0.05 % and 3 % (depending on the system and 
sensors), the A/D resolution of each bit is much below the system accuracy. Only with 8-bit A/D converters 
you can come into troubles.

%1100x
V0,5

V0,005100x
V0,5

V0,5-V0,505Accuracy 

8 256 0,39063%
12 4096 0,02441%
14 16384 0,00610%
16 65536 0,00153%
24 16777216 0,00001%

Number
of bits

Total number of discrete steps
(= 100 % input range)

1 discrete step
(related to 100 % input range)
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Appendix C: Analysis backgrounds
The following part has been written by the leader of the SPviewIT development group, Mr. Jure Knez and 
is subject to the copyright. Any duplication or dissemination without permission from Spectrum is strictly 
forbidden!

Overview on single channel frequency analysis (FFT)
Frequency analysis is widely used tool because of its power to reveal the real nature of dynamic signals. 
Working for many years in practice doing measurements and lately also developing FFT analyzers, it 
became very obvious: knowing the theory of frequency analysis helps to reveal the problems we can 
anticipate and the ways to get around them. This article helps to understand the theory and answers some of 
the most asked questions regarding FFT.

What is frequency analysis
Frequency analysis is just another way of looking at the same data. Instead of observing the data in the time 
domain, with some not very difficult, yet inventive mathematics frequency analysis decomposes time data in 
the series of sinus waves. Picture 1 shows the signal, which consist of three sine waves with the frequencies 
of 0.5, 1 and 2 Hz, and then the decomposed signal (picture 2).

   

PICTURE 1: ORIGINAL SIGNAL                                                  PICTURE 2: DECOMPOSED SIGNAL

Just to make those sine waves better visible, let‘s show them in a nicer way (picture 3). On x-axis there are 
frequencies and on the y-axis there are amplitudes of the sine waves.

PICTURE 3: DECOMPOSED FREQUENCY DOMAIN DATA

And this is really what the frequency analysis is all about: showing the signal as the sum of sinus signals. 
And the understanding how that works helps us to overcome problems that it brings with it.
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Theory of frequency analysis
Frequency analysis is converting time domain data to the set of sinus waves. So the theory says. But I prefer 
saying that frequency analysis checks the presence of certain fixed frequencies. Let‘s look at the equation of 
discrete Fourier‘s transform to figure out why:

 (1) 

Let‘s think about how does it work. To check the presence of certain sine wave in a data sample, the 
equation does the following:

1) Multiplies the signal with sine wave of that frequency which we want to extract. Pictures 4 and 5 
shows the signal with black line, which only consists of sine wave with 50 Hz. We try to extract the 
36 Hz on picture 4 and 50 Hz on picture 5 (they are shown as blue lines). Light blue filled wave 
shows multiplied values.

2) Multiplied values are summed together and this is the main trick. If there is a component in signal 
like in picture 5 the multiplication of positive signal parts and extraction sine waves gives positive 
result. Also the multiplication of negative signal parts and negative extraction sine waves gives the 
positive results (observe picture 5). In this case, the sum of the multiplied sine waves will be non-
zero and will show the amplitude of the 50 Hz part of the signal. In the case of 36 Hz, there are 
both positive and negative sides of multiplication values and the sum will be (almost, as we will see 
further on) zero.

3) And that‘s it. That sum gives the estimate of presence of frequencies in the signal sample. We 
check sine and cosine to get also phase shift (in the worst case, if phase shift would be 90 deg, sum 
of sine functions would always give zero).

PICTURE 4: UNSUCCESSFUL EXTRACTION                                  PICTURE 5: SUCCESSFUL EXTRACTION

The principle shown above can extract basically any frequency from the sine wave, but it has one 
disadvantage. It is awfully slow. The next important step in the usage of DFT was the FFT algorithm. 
Because there is more than enough theory, let‘s just say that this analysis reduces amount of calculations by 
rearranging the data. The disadvantage is only that the data samples must be of length, which is power of 
two (like 256, 512, 1024 and so on). Apart from that, the result is practically the same as for the DFT.

Properties of the Fourier transform
Let‘s take a look on the typical FFT screen on picture 6. The maximum frequency of the FFT is half of the 
signal sampling frequency (in this case the sample rate was 22000 samples/sec), but in the upper region the 
results are never reliable, so the sampling result should be set to:

 (2) 

1.25 is absolute minimum factor for getting right values also in the upper region of the FFT. This is the 
equation other way around of famous Nyquist criteria, which says that maximal signal frequency adequately 
presented in digitized wave is the half of sampling rate.
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PICTURE 6: TYPICAL FFT SCREEN

Result of FFT is a set of amplitudes of certain frequencies. Number of lines in the set is user selectable, but 
they only change the resolution of the FFT. Line resolution is a change in frequency between two frequency 
lines, which are extracted from the signal and is calculated with equation:

 (2) 

So the question is: why not always use maximum number of available frequency lines, which gives more 
exact results? The answer is simple: because with larger frequency lines it takes more time to calculate FFT.

 (3) 

Just for fun we can also combine the equations above and we get

 (4) 

Let‘s look to the equations above and make a list for 22 kHz sample rate.

Number of lines Line resolution Calculation time
512 21,5 Hz 0,046 s
1024 10,75 Hz 0,093 s
4096 2,685 Hz 0,372 s

16384 0,67 Hz 1,49 s

TABLE 1: EXAMPLE OF FFT SETTINGS

So the number of lines combined with sample rate also defines the speed of the FFT when non-stationary 
signals are applied. With more lines, FFT will appear slower and changes in signal will not be shown that 
rapidly.

Different amplitude scales of FFT can reveal more about the signal if used correctly. Linear amplitude scale 
gives the best view of maximum peaks in the signal, logarithmic can show more invisible peaks and signal 
noise but gives worse comparison of high and low peaks. Scale in dB gives the best estimation of signal 
noise if 0 dB is maximum measurable value and is also used in noise measurements, where the dB scaling 
is actually the result since the human ear has logarithmic sensitivity to noise. 
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PICTURE 7. LINEAR AMPLITUDE SCALE                                 PICTURE 8: LOGARITHMIC AMPLITUDE SCALE

The pictures 7 and 8 give good overview about the differences in linear and logarithmic scale. In linear scale 
(P7), noise and the peak at 140 Hz is not even visible. But on the other side peak at 140 Hz is 100 times 
lower than the other two and that difference is not very well visible in logarithmic scale (P8). In the real world, 
often there are lots of sine waves or spikes in the signal and linear amplitude display shows most relevant 
only.

         

PICTURE 9: LINEAR FREQUENCY SCALE                          PICTURE 10: LOGARITHMIC FREQUENCY SCALE

X scale can be either linear or logarithmic. Linear scaling is the correct representation of the mathematic 
transformation and usually gives best information for analysis. Sometimes like in the example shown in 
picture 9 it is nice to see x-axis in logarithmic values since most interesting frequencies are in a lower region. 
We have to know that just to set the x scale to logarithmic does not enhance the results in the lower region, 
so the resolution will be better in the upper region, since there are more frequency lines available there.

If we use another technique, called CPB (for constant percentage bandwidth) or octave analysis, this will 
give us same resolution in all regions when x-axis is logarithmic. This is achieved by the fact that upper 
region lines covers wider frequency ranges than the lower one. The resolution of the bands is defined by 1/n 
description, where n is the number of bands in one octave. Most widely used is 1/3 octave analysis, which 
is the standard for noise measurements. 1/12 and even better 1/24 octave analysis already gives good 
resolution also for signal analysis.

Where we can get in trouble with the FFT
Because there should be at least one equation in each chapter, lets use the following one:

 (5) 

This is the theoretical discrete Fourier transformation and it has absolutely no error. The only thing, which 
could be bothering, is the sum goes from minus infinity to plus infinity. Because in the fast world we live in we 
don‘t have the time to wait that long, we run in problems.
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Amplitude error (picket - fence effect)
The first problem is shown already in theory chapter. The sum can produce „not null“ results even if the 
signal does not correspond to the frequencies extracted from the signal. The pure frequencies are because 
of that somehow „leaked“ over neighbor frequencies. For the same reason if the frequency does not exactly 
fall on frequency line, amplitudes seem to be lower. This is called „picket fence“ effect.

Let‘s look at the picture 11 if a frequency is exactly on the spectrum line and some examples in between. 
On the picture below 10 and 12 Hz are the exact frequency lines. On the example there are 10 and 12 sine 
waves marked as black, which are transformed correctly, and there are frequencies in between which has 
lower amplitudes. Maximum amplitude error can go up to 35% of the correct value.

PICTURE 11: AMPLITUDE ERROR AND LEAKAGE OF THE FFT (NO WINDOW)

Leakage
Also we observe that especially if the sine wave is not on the frequency line, we get high amplitude values on 
both sides of the main band. The amplitudes are really high (with no window, it is about 10% of the original 
values for about 10 neighbor lines). If there is another sine wave in the signal in this region, which is lower 
than this 10%, it will be completely hidden by the leakage effect.

Aliasing
The other problem comes from the fact of the signal conditioning. If simple A/D converters are used, the 
sampling frequency must be at least twice higher than the maximum frequency of the signal. This effect is 
called aliasing effect. Picture 12 shows the reason for it. Vertical lines represents samples taken with A/D 
converter and the blue line is the original signal. But if we look at the red line, which is the signal form A/D 
converter, the signal is totally wrong because too fewer samples per period were taken to correctly represent 
the signal.

PICTURE 12: ALIASING
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Of course the problem above is not FFT problem, but it is very important to know to correctly identify the 
cause for the error. And sometimes there are some lines in FFT, which can be only explained in terms of 
aliases. In FFT, if we change the frequency to the ranges above the maximum frequency limit, that line will 
not disappear but will bounce back and will show the fake frequency.

To really see that effect, it is the best if function generator and simple A/D card is used and the online FFT 
analyzer perfectly shows the problem. Since this is not possible in the written article, we will use waterfall 
diagrams to see the problem. Both pictures 13 and 14 show the sine sweep from zero to 1.5 kHz. On picture 
13, the signal is sampled with 1 kHz and on picture 14 the signal is sampled with 10 kHz. On picture 14 we 
see right result, but on the left we can clearly see that the signal above 500 Hz bounces back zero and then 
over 1 kHz is starts to rise again, but the truth is all that frequencies are not correct.

                      

PICTURE 13: ALIASING IN THE FFT                                   PICTURE 14: CORRECTLY SAMPLED SIGNAL

How can we at least try to avoid it
For the problem of aliasing, there is not much to do in the FFT domain. Actually, there is absolutely nothing 
we can do when the samples are already taken. So the first way would be to choose the A/D board who has 
anti-aliasing filters in front, the second way would be to use external filters or we can simply set the sampling 
rate to more than twice the maximum frequency present in the signal (according to equation 2).

For amplitude errors a bunch of people tried to minimize that problems. Those were Hamming, Hanning, 
Blackmann, Harris and others. They have created assortment of functions, which tries to correct the errors. 
Window functions are multiplied with original time signal and because they are usually 0 at beginning and the 
end, sine waves could be also in-between lines or phase-shifted and they will be less leaked over neighbor 
frequencies. Picture 15 shows some of these functions in the time domain.

PICTURE 15: WINDOWS IN THE TIME DOMAIN

And here is the most common question to FFT: what are the differences between windows and when to use 
certain windows? 

The rule of thumb is when we want a pure transformation with no window‘s side effects (for advanced 
calculations), we should use rectangular window (which is by the way equal to no window). 
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For general purpose, Hanning or Hamming are commonly used because they provide a good compromise 
between fall-off and amplitude error (maximum of 15 %). This comes from the fact that old frequency 
analyzers didn‘t have that many possibilities in terms of frequency lines and these two windows have narrow 
sideband. But still if 12 bit AD cards are used; Hanning or Hamming is a good choice.

When more dynamic range is necessary (we want to see very small signal among large ones), Blackmann 
or Kaiser window is better choice, because sidebands are 10 times lower than with the Hanning window. 
However the sideband width is wider. Here it comes to the point - if more lines in FFT are chosen, we can 
use these windows and still larger sidebands have no real disadvantage.

If correct amplitudes are searched, we should use the flat-top window. The amplitudes would be wrong 
by only a fraction (as low as 1%). Of course there is a penalty - neighbor frequencies are also very high 
(sideband width is high). This window is most suitable for calibration. But here it is the same: with modern 
equipment with lots of lines this is no longer that much of a problem.

          

PICTURE 16: HANNING WINDOW                                                  PICTURE 17: FLAT TOP WINDOW

Window characteristics (maximum amplitude error, sideband width, highest sideband attenuation, sideband 
slope attenuation) are best described on picture 18. We have already discussed about maximum amplitude 
error: it is an error of amplitude if sine waves does not fall on frequency line. Windows try to eliminate this 
problem and because of that they widen the first band. The sine waves are not longer one line in FFT, but 
spread along several lines. Ability to recognize small sine waves among larger ones is determined by highest 
sideband attenuation and sideband slope attenuation. These two values determine the leakage of the FFT 
and that‘s nicely seen on picture 18. If for example there would be a frequency of 30 Hz with amplitude of 
0.0001, we would never see it because the 10.5 Hz frequency leakage is bigger than requested frequency. 
But for example if rectangular window is used, we would never see even signal with amplitude of 0.01.

PICTURE 18: WINDOW PROPERTIES DESCRIPTION
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For different kind of windows, table 2 shows the values of all window properties. This is a numerical 
representation of above-mentioned rules. 

Window type Maximum
amplitude error

Width of first band Highest sideband Sideband slope

Rectangular 36% 1 line 22% -20 db/decade
Hanning 15% 2 lines 2,50% -60 db/decade

Hamming 18% 2 lines 0,70% -20 db/decade
Blackmann 12% 3 lines 0,12% -40 db/decade

Flat top 0,20% 5 lines 0,04% -20 db/decade

TABLE 2: WINDOW PROPERTIES

Picture 19 shows zoomed FFT of the pure sine wave, which fits to the exact frequency line. Abscissa axis 
shows the lines value. In normal FFT, only values of the 0, 1, 2, etc are calculated, so only those values are 
shown in the FFT. We can see width of the first sideband, highest sideband and sideband attenuation very 
clearly.
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PICTURE 19: WINDOW PROPERTIES

If a signal sine wave frequency falls between two lines, we see only the values of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, ... which 
always produces higher sidebands. This is best seen if we take the function generator, set the frequency 
to exact frequency line, set the amplitude scaling to logarithmic and the FFT will look fantastic. No leakage, 
exact amplitude. Now switch the frequency from function generator to the one between two lines in the FFT 
and the result will be just terrible: large amplitude errors, huge leakage. 

There is one more trick with windows: if we are sure that all the frequencies will fall on its frequency lines, 
rectangular window will give us the best result. For example to measure the harmonics of the power line (50 
Hz in Europe or higher), choose 6400 or 9600 sample/sec sampling rate, that the line resolution will give 
exact 50, 100, 150 Hz ... FFT lines, choose rectangular window and observe the perfect result in the y log 
scale.  
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Averaging - how to further enhance the results
To enhance the result, we can use averaging of the signal in the frequency domain. There are many ways to 
average the signal, but the most important are: linear, exponential and peak hold average.

Averaging means that we calculate many FFTs during the time and average the frequency lines. We can 
do linear averaging (each FFT counts the same in the results), exponential (FFTs becomes less and less 
important with time) and the peak hold (only maximum results are stored and shown).

There is one more thing about the averaging: loss of information. When averaging is used with window 
functions, we could loose some data due to the window multiplication effects.

Signal

Windowing and averaging with 0% overlap

Windowing and averaging with 50% overlap

                         PICTURE 20: OVERLAPPING

In picture 20 there is one example where the signal only consists of one pulse. If we average the result, use 
window function and we are unlucky, signal will fall in region where the window sets the values to zero and in 
resulting FFT we will never see this pulse. 

That‘s why there is a procedure called overlapping which overcomes this problem. It no longer calculates 
averages one after another, but takes some part of the time signal, which is already calculated and uses it 
again for calculation. There could be any number for overlap, but usually there is 25 %, 50%, 66,7% and 
75% overlapping. 50% overlapping means that the calculation will take half of the old data. Now all data will 
be for sure shown in the resulting FFT. 

With 66,7% and higher overlapping, every sample in the time domain will count exactly the same in the 
frequency domain, so if it‘s possible, we should use this value for overlapping to get mathematical correct 
results.

By the way, do you know what „real-time“ frequency analyzer means? It means that it is able to calculate and 
show data with 66,7% (or 50 % in some literature) overlapping and therefore has no data loss. 
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Representation of different signals in the FFT
For now, we have only seen how the sine waves looks like in the FFT, but let‘s observe how other types of 
the signals look like:

Triangle, rectangular
All signals that are periodic with time but are not pure sine waves, produces base harmonic component as 
well as additional higher harmonics. More the signal is not like sinus, higher the harmonics are.

          

PICTURE 21: TIME DOMAIN SQUARE WAVE                  PICTURE 22: FREQUENCY DOMAIN SQUARE WAVE

Impulse
Impulse is quite interesting thing. It cannot be described with sum of sine waves. Or in different words: it is 
shown equally on all of the frequency lines. That‘s the reason why we use it as the basic excitation principle 
to get frequency responses of the system. The other ones are swept sine and noise, but this is already a part 
of another story - dual channel frequency analysis.

          

PICTURE 23: TIME DOMAIN IMPULSE                           PICTURE 24: FREQUENCY DOMAIN IMPULSE
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White noise
The theory says that white noise consists of all frequencies. That‘s why the infinite frequency spectrum of the 
white noise is the straight line. However the shorter the samples are, more different amplitudes for certain 
frequencies we get in the noise level. It is the best to use averaging to get fixed noise line. Picture 24 shows 
already averaged FFT of the white noise.

          

PICTURE 25: TIME DOMAIN NOISE                                     PICTURE 26: FREQUENCY DOMAIN NOISE

Beating (two closely spaced signals)
Beating in time domain is somehow hidden and looks like one frequency with changing amplitudes. Only 
FFT reveals two frequency lines, if we choose high enough line resolution. The difference between two 
frequencies is the modulation frequency shown in the time domain.

         

PICTURE 27: BEATING IN TIME DOMAIN                      PICTURE 28: BEATING IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
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Amplitude modulated signal
Amplitude modulated (AM) signal is shown as two sideband frequencies. Difference between the base 
frequency and the sideband frequency is the modulated frequency (10 Hz in this case) also seen clearly in 
the time domain. The rule here is the same like with beating - to reveal the modulation, we should choose 
high enough line resolution. In fact, the time signal, which is the base for the FFT calculation, should show 
some modulation peaks. When windowing is used (we know that the base band could be even 4 lines wide) 
and the main band, which is always the highest, covers the modulation with low line resolution, time signal 
should show at least 16 or 32 modulation peaks that the modulation is shown in the FFT. 

          

PICTURE 29: TIME DOMAIN AM SIGNAL                            PICTURE 30: FREQUENCY DOMAIN AM SIGNAL

Conclusion
There‘s no doubt about it - FFT is a powerful analysis. But it is just like a car. If we know its limits, we can 
get so much more performance from it. That‘s why it is important to know how it is calculated and the tricks 
that might come handy. The next step in one channel FFT analysis is the real signal analysis, which comes 
from the knowledge of the measurement. If it‘s machine vibration, we have to know the structure and the 
properties of mechanical elements and structures. If it is an electronic circuit, we have to know the properties 
of electronic components to figure out the responses. 

With this step the FFT analysis steps out of being a mathematical principle and becomes just a handy tool, 
like it really should be.


